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• Abortion
Women's
Center hosts
movie series
By Katie Litle
Staff Writer
The Women's Resource Cen-
ter will show a series of movies
about abortion beginning Oct. 22.
The Bangor-based CUReS
project brought the movies to the
area and the Women's Resource
Center is the official host, ac-
cording to project coordinator
Deanna Partridge.
CUReS stands for Communi-
ties United for Reproductive
Safety. The goal of the project,
Partridge said, is to make Bangor
safe for reproductive health care
providers, their staffs and their
clients.
"What we're hoping to do is
let students know that as women,
we've taken for granted that
choice is legally protected," she
said
In 1994, the same year as the
slayings in a Brookline, Mass.,
abortion clinic, clinics in Fal-
mouth and Rockport, Maine, were
closed because of violence, Par-
tridge said.
"The clinics were victims of
hate mail, violence and property
damage," she said.
The same year the clinics were
closed, a group of protesters
claimed the Mabel Wadsworth
Women's Health Center in Bang-
or would be the next target, Par-
tridge said.
"The clinic is picketed every
Wednesday and Saturday," she
said. "They've had rocks thrown
through the windows."
The Wadsworth Center is the
only free-standing non-profit
women's health clinic that pro-
vides abortion services in north-
ern and central Maine. It pro-
vides additional services as well,
Partridge said.
"The worst-case scenario
would be if the clinic was closed
down because low-income wom-
en in central and northern Maine
would have nowhere to go for
annual exams or mammograms."
Health care providers are ha-
rassed both at work and at home,
Partridge said.
"There's a group of four men
and they'll picket outside of the
health care providers' homes with
posters saying 'Dr. so and so kills
babies,' "she said.
Partridge said Bangor is one
of two cities in the United States
with a target residential picket-
ing ordinance that insists on a
300-foot buffer zone between the
picketers and a person's private
property.
The violence and threats have
See FILMS on page 3
Rep. Jo n Ba • acci oo s on as Pres' • ent Bi C inton ra les an
estimated 10,000 people at Hadlock Field in Portland Monday
evening. (Joel Page Photo.)
• Campaign
Clinton visit inspires
Maine Democrats
By Jeff Tuttle
Editor in Chief
PORTLAND - President Clin-
ton threw his support behind Maine's
Democratic congressional candidates
during his visit to Portland's Hadlock
Field Monday evening.
The president spoke to a crowd
made up largely of party faithfuls to
praise second district Rep. John Bal-
darci; Joseph Brennan, a candidate
for the U.S. Senate; and Tom Allen,
a first-district candidate for the U.S.
House.
Clinton, who sported a Portland
Sea Dogs jacket and cap earlier in the
evening, was greeted by an estimated
10,000 people waving red, white and
blue flags and signs for the Demo-
cratic ticket.
Clinton also used the opportunity
to assert that the state of the nation is
strong and his administration's poli-
cies have kept it on the right track.
• Book prices
GSS to investigate Bookstore
By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate
voted last night to investigate the
University of Maine bookstore
to see if the store's textbook pric-
es are fair and reasonable.
Findings of the investigation
must be reported to the GSS after
six GSS meetings.
"Bookstore book prices are
probably one of the biggest con-
cerns to students on campus,"
Sen. Scott Morelli said. "I'm glad
to see some of the FOCUS, items
being pursued."
FOCUS is a detailed plan of
issues to be tackled in the up-
coming year. After being pro-
posed at last week's meeting by
Morelli, GSS committees are re-
viewing it and the GSS will be
voting on the proposal at its Tues-
day, Oct. 22 meeting.
Sen. Chad Sherrets said mon-
ey made from books needs to be
going somewhere, and that loca-
tion needs to be determined.
"It it's pumping someone's
salary, something needs to be
done," Sherrets said. "If it's go-
ing toward bookstore mainte-
nance or to the Union, maybe if
book prices are reduced, that
money will have to come from
somewhere else."
Sen. John Deetjen Jr. said the
GSS must make sure prices are
fair and reasonable.
Board of Trustees representative Angela Shea speaks at the
General Student Senate meeting Tuesday evening. (Joel Page
Photo.)
"I don't agree with the ratio-
nale of getting 50 percent for a
returned book and then the book-
store charges 75 percent on a
used book," Deetjen said. "I can't
see making a profit on used
books."
Concern was raised over the
fact there's only one place to buy
textbooks on campus. The inves-
tigation will also look at alterna-
tives to buying books at one lo-
cation.
"We have to see the monopo-
ly get broken," Sen. Matthew
Bixby said.
Sen. James LeBlond said book
prices are rising compared to stu-
dents' returns on books at the
end of the semester. Students
might pay $80 for a book with a
few minor changes after an old
edition has been removed from
the shelves.
"What we get back isn't even
worth mentioning when return-
ing a book in fairly new condi-
tion," LeBlond said.
He mentioned among the admin-
istration's accomplishments decreas-
es in unwed pregnancies and crime,
an increase in jobs and a consistent
reduction of the deficit. During Sun-
day's much-publicized debate in Hart-
ford, Conn., Bob Dole said Clinton
couldn't take credit for many of these
improvements because the Republi-
can Congress was responsible for
much of the legislation leading to
them.
Most ptuidits agree Dole and Clin-
ton fared well in Sunday's debate.
Polls conducted after the dehnte indi-
cate Clinton is still ahead of Dole by
20 percentage points.
Clinton said the Hartford debate
was beneficial to both candidates and
the country.
"You saw two very different vi-
sions of America," Clinton told the
audience. "And we proved we could
be civil and decent although we may
disagree."
Clinton used the Portland appear-
ance, his first Maine appearance in
four years, to attempt to help some
longtime friends win their way into
office.
During his short introduction of
the president, Brennan stressed the
similarities between Maine and Ar-
kansas. He said Clinton is trustworthy
and best able to lead the country.
"Four years ago, Bill Clinton came
to Maine and promised that if he was
elected president he would get the
country moving," Brennan said. "To-
night he's back, and he has kept his
promise."
A small contingent of Dole sup-
porters waved signs supporting the
Republican ticket and shouted rebut-
tals to the speeches given by the Dem-
ocratic candidates. When Clinton
mentioned he'd first met Allen while
the two were Rhodes scholars at Ox-
ford in 1968, Dole supporters yelled
phrases such as -while you were dodg-
ing the draft" and "while you were
protesting."
Allen, who is running against
Republican incumbent James Long-
ley, invoked the names of two well-
known Maine politicians in express-
ing his support of Clinton.
See CLINTON on page 5
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2• Outbreak
African nations appeal for aid
1 
ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast (AP) — Yellow fever is making an alarming
comeback in sub-Saharan Africa, prompting medical officials to appeal for
$190 million to control the disease that causes high fevers, vomiting and death.
A study in Wednesday's Journal of the American Medical Association found
18,735 yellow fever cases worldwide — including 4,522 deaths — from 1987 to 1991.
It said this was the highest incidence of the disease since 1948.
The study was conducted by Dr. Susan E. Robertson and colleagues from the
World Health Organization in Geneva.
While reported cases of the virus dropped in 1992 and 1993, they have shot up
again in West Africa, most notably Cameroon, Ghana, Liberia, Nigeria and Sierra
Leone.
Yellow fever has not been reported in North America since 1905, when an
outbreak in Louisiana killed some 1,000 people, according to the report. But the
yellow fever mosquito has recently made its way to the southeastern United States.
Yellow fever, which is spread by mosquitoes, is one of the most difficult viruses
to diagnose and therefore goes underreported. WHO estimates there are 200,000
yellow fever cases each year, with nearly all in sub-Saharan Africa.
• Prognosis
Doctors quick to rule
out remission for Pope
4 ROME (AP) — Surgeons who removed PopeJohn Paul II's troublesome appendix sidestepped
questions Tuesday about hand tremors and other
health problems but predicted the 76-year-old pontiff
would be "sitting in an armchair tomorrow."
The doctors did say they saw no signs that a benign
colon tumor removed in 1992 had returned. The pope's
vital signs held up well during surgery at Gemelli
Polyclinic, and he came through it successfully, they
said.
John Paul quickly regained consciousness after gen-
eral anesthesia, greeting and thanking everyone.
"He should be sitting in an armchair tomorrow,"
said Dr. Corrado Manni, chief anesthesiologist for the
50-minute surgery.
"The appendix that was the cause of the pope's ills
doesn't exist any more," said Manni.
The appendectomy aimed to cure what the Vatican
said were recurring bouts of inflammation and fever
that caused John Paul to cancel some public engage-
ments this year. Frequently, the pope's energy flags and
he walks with difficulty.
That image of the leader of the world's 950 million
Roman Catholics generated concern that a bowel tumor,
removed in 1992 and described as benign, had returned.
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• Restructured
Cantankerous Yeltsin takes action
2 MOSCOW (AP) — It's a lesson his rivals never seem to heed: Don't write offBoris Yeltsin too quickly.
Roused by a new political threat from security chief Alexander Lebed and
charges he wasn't really in control, the ailing president has made a flurry of top-level
firings, promotions and maneuverings to show he still wields power.
His actions appear to have quieted his critics, for the moment. But it was only an
early test for a delicate balancing act that Yeltsin will have to maintain for months to
come: staying in charge while resting in a sanitarium or hospital.
Whispered speculation about Yeltsin' s decline grew louder during his recent three-week
hospital stay ahead of heart surgery, set for later this fall. In an attempt to allay concerns,
Yeltsin made a series of taped television appearances, in which his voice was rarely heard.
He was barely functioning, the talk went. He was only rubber-stamping his aides'
decisions. He had suffered a stroke. Rumors aside, even his aides acknowledged he
sometimes worked as little as 30 minutes a day.
Lebed, who has waged a power struggle with other Kremlin insiders, complained
it wasn't clear "whether we have a president or not" and called on Yeltsin to
temporarily step down.
• Fabrication
Show-all video of
Princess Di staged
LONDON (AP) — A black-and-white video-3 tape said to depict Princess Diana frolicking with
her former riding instructor during their five-year
affair was a hoax, said the newspaper that published shots
from the video.
The Sun newspaper said in a statement tonight that it
had been the victim of "one of the most elaborate hoaxes
of the decade" and apologized profusely to the princess
and riding instructor James Hewitt for any hurt or offense
caused after it had been "conned by cunning fraudsters."
The 80-second tape — also broadcast on Sky TV
News — shows a woman looking very similar to Diana
stripping down to her sports briefs and bra, passionately
kissing a man who resembles Hewitt. It also shows the
woman riding on his back and playfully having a pillow
fight.
Sun and Sky are both parts of Rupert Murdoch's
media empire. Hewitt told reporters he was in touch with
lawyers.
The lens zooms in on them embracing and kissing on
a sofa. It does so again as the faux-Diana clambers onto
the Hewitt-lookalike's back and he crawls around the
floor on all fours, the paper added.
Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Windy with rain...Heavy
at times in the morning.
Cloudy in the afternoon.
High in the mid 50s.
Thursday's Outlook
Showers likely. High 55
to 60.
Extended Forecast
Fridayandsaturday...Fair.
Lows in the mid2Os to mid 30s.
Highs in the mid 40s to mid
50s. Sunday... Chance of show-
ers. Lows in the 30s. Highs in
the 50s.
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• Computing technology
CAPS, FirstClass fulfill campus computing needs
By Kristen Dobler
Staff Writer
Computing and Data Processing Services
and FirstClass are the two systems available
on campus that offer e-mail access. Both
services are offered to students and staff for
free.
FirstClass , which is run by Instructional
Technologies, has recently become the most
used among students on campus.
"It is a very easy interface. It's a
Macintosh or Windows interface and peo-
ple are accustomed to using software in
that manner with pull-down menus and
icons to click on, " said Rebecca Salsbury,
network specialist and consultant.
FirstClass offers personal e-mail, course
information, information about campus
events, select Usenet newsgroups, chat groups
and discussion groups, Salsbury said.
FirstClass has had an increase in the num-
ber of users since the university faculty began
to recognize it, Salsbury said. FirstClass is
geared toward helping students and staff by
giving students access to notes and informa-
tion on classes they are taking.
Students or faculty can connect with
FirstClass at any public cluster or computer
classroom. It can also be accessed from a
dorm room, office or home.
Instructional Technologies staff can help
users. Questions or problems can be an-
swered at the IT Help Center at 17 Shills Hall
or by telephone at 581-2606. Consultants are
also available in every computer lab.
To open a FirstClass account students or
staff can also go to the help center.
CAPS is favored by staff and students
who need access to several campuses rather
than the just the University of Maine.
"If a student is living off campus and long
distance from the campus, CAPS has mo-
dems all over the state," Eloise Kleban, a
CAPS academic coordinator, said. "To use
the modems, a student must have a CAPS
account."
CAPS offers access to the Internet and the
network between each University of Maine
System campus, she said. It also offers the use
of a mainframe computer to do large-scale
computing.
CAPS also offers students and staff disk
space for a World Wide Web homepage at no
charge.
Administrative computing, student
records and payroll are all done through the
CAPS system, Kleban said, which is why
more staff prefer it.
CAPS accounts can be acquired on the
first floor of the Telecommunications Build-
ing in Neville Hall or by calling 581-3552.
The CAPS and FirstClass systems are
free of charge.
Films from
 page 1
intimidated health care workers, said Wil-
low Weatherall, a work-study student for
the center.
"Because clinics and doctors who per-
form abortions have been targets of vio-
lent assaults, there is an erosion to access
of safe abortion services," Weatherall said.
"There is a shortage of skilled doctors to
perform abortions."
The movies are being shown on cam-
pus to generate awareness and promote
peaceful solutions, Partridge said.
"We want to generate awareness and
provide a positive channel for energy,"
she said. "We want nonviolence for ev-
eryone involved."
The first movie, "When Abortion Was
Illegal: Untold Stories," will be shown
Tuesday Oct. 22 at noon in Neville Hall.
There will be a panel discussion following
the movie. The panel will include Par-
tridge and Mazie Hough, staff associate of
Women in the Curriculum.
The movie explores options available
to women before legal abortion and the
atrocities they experienced, Weatherall
said.
"It's really moving and all the women
in the video are so candid and brave," she
said.
The second movie, "From Danger to
Dignity: The Fight for Safe Abortion,"
will be shown Monday, Oct. 28 at 6:30
p.m. in 100 Donald P. Corbett Business
Building. Weatherall said the movie deals
with the slow repeal of the anti-abortion
laws and some of the key figures involved.
According to Weatherall, James Law-
son, a colleague of Martin Luther King
Jr., points out in the movie that when
Considering Retirement?
*1 hour of your time may help you
change your entire financial future.*
On Thursday, October 10, Brian
Bernatchez from LPL Financial Services
will be hosting 2 seminars and an evening
reception in the Bodwell Lounge of
the Maine Center for the Arts. For
the last decade, Brian has specialized
in retirement planning for educators. He
has worked with many retiring University
of Maine faculty to develop personalized
investment strategies for retirement.
Schedule for Retirement Seminars and Reception
Bodwell Lounge Thursday October 10th
10:00-11:30 am - Retirement Seminar
1:00-2:30 pm - Retirement Seminar
7:00-9:00 pm - Evening Reception, meet Brian's
staff & University of Maine clients.
Seating will be limited, so call
Holly at 1-800-897-1338 and
make your reservations.
women lose their right to freedom of
choice, they also lose their dignity.
Partridge said, "The second movie re-
ally made me think." "It highlights what
we could go back to."
The movie will be followed by an open
discussion with members from the CUReS
project.
The third movie, "The Fragile Promise
of Choice: Abortion in the U.S. Today,"
will be shown Monday, Nov. 4, in 100
DPC at 7:30 p.m. It will be followed by a
discussion with the movie's producer and
director, Dorothy Fadiman, Partridge said.
"It's about clinical violence and part of
it is filmed in Maine," she said. "Some of
the protesters from Bangor are in the film."
According to Weatherall and Partridge,
the movies are informative. Weatherall
and Partridge hope the films will have an
impact on students.
"The movies are done in a very inter-
esting style," Partridge said. "I've learned
so much from them."
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Maine Campus
MentalIllness Awareness Week
University
October
Open
Mental Illnesses
of
7th-l0th,
your
are
Maine
1996
Mind!
Brain Disorders
Wednesday,October 9th
• 10a.m.-2:00p.m.: Organization Exhibits,
Gown Room, Memorial Union; Depression
Screening, FFA Room, Memorial Union
•12:15p.m.-1:30p.m. Luncheon:
Women in the Curriculum/tlealthspeak-
"Silencing Our Inner Voices: Women and
Depression," Maria M. Baeza, MSW, LCSW
N&S Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
•Noon-1:00pm Poetry Free Zone- Honors Center
,
Co-sponsored by: Center for Students and Community Life,
Counseling Center, Division of Student Affairs, Continuing
Education Division, Women in the Curriculum, College of
Social and Behavioral Sciences, College of Sciences, Human
Development and Family Studies, Association of Graduate
Students, Wings, AMI-Bangor Area and Harvey Kail.
For more information or special
accommodations, contact:
Martha Eastman - 581-4194 TDD 581-6125
http://maine.maine.edui-rrobbi32/aware.html
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• House campaign
Baldacci outlines economic plan at campus forum
By Kathryn Ritchie
Assistant City Editor
Rep. John Baldacci outlined his ideas
supporting education and bringing jobs to
Maine during a candidate forum at the Uni-
versity of Maine Monday.
He delivered his speech, which contained
several restaurant analogies, to a small crowd
in the Memorial Union's Bangor Lounges.
Baldacci said there used to be a time
when college students paid for their educa-
tion with 75 percent grants and scholarships
and 25 percent loans. He said those numbers
are now reversed, and that worries him.
"Get all (the education) you can get,
because it's not getting cheaper," said Bal-
dacci, a 1986 graduate of UMaine.
He also delivered some bad news for
Maine college students.
Rep. John Baldacci, seeking re-election to the U.S. House of Representatives,
speaks at UMaine Monday. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
-Please join the
University Bookstore
and welcome
Claire Coss
On October 10th from 2-3 p.m.
to autograph copies of
eArc of Love
r
ibis book is a collection of lesbian love poetry that gathers
together more than eighty contemporary lesbian poets to
gi this energizing gift of iwgmation and heart, ‘ision
iritl community. Coss, avriter , activist and
ps. tile therapist with twenty years experience working
with individuals and couples, has selected poems that tell a
story of love with eloquence, humor,'grace and
passion.
Baldacci said it used be that a high school
education was enough to get a job, but now
even people with a bachelor's degree won't
be able to keep their earnings on pace with
the inflation rate.
"We'll lose good people in the educa-
tional arena because, quite frankly, they
can't pay their loans back," he said, adding
that the United States won't be able to keep
its place as "King of the Hill" unless it puts
all its resources toward education.
An audience member commented on a
statement by Gov. Angus King, which sug-
gested the University of Maine will get more
money when it learns to handle it better.
"Universities need to reach out in the
community and bond with them, then ap-
proach Augusta as a larger political strength,"
Baldacci said.
Baldacci said he joined the Agricultural
Committee in Washington to best serve his
district. He had several ideas for getting
more value out of Maine's resources, main-
ly by expanding the number of things done
with each resource and manufacturing all
the products in the state. He suggested add-
ing more value to blueberries by marketing
blueberry juice, and adding value to apples
by making more cider and continuing to ship
Maine's apples to Great Britain.
"I think we're going to grow the econo-
my from inside Maine," Baldacci said. His
concern stems from his district's having a
higher unemployment rate than the first
district.
Baldacci also stressed the importance of
taking care of the country's resources.
"If you don't protect clean air, clean
water and national parks, what are we going
to have to hand down to our children?" he
said.
Baldacci said he was leaning against the
proposed clearcutting ban and is in favor of
Gov. King's compact.
• Public Safety
Theft, property damage
problem areas on campus
By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer
Public Safety officials is concerned about
students protecting their property.
On Sunday, Oct. 6 a theft of a wallet was
reported from Gannett Hall, Lt. Alan Stor-
mann said.
Officer Sherrie Marquis's police report
said the room from which the wallet was
stolen was unlocked.
"We encourage people to lock doors,"
Stormann said. "It helps us help you tremen-
dously by making sure items are secure."
Stormann said if people in dorms or
anywhere else are interested in having a
program on how to stay safe and protect
their property, they can notify Public Safety.
"People can also register valuables with
Public Safety," Stormann said.
In other police news:
• On Friday, Oct. 4, a male discharged a
fire extinguisher in York Hall. He was re-
ferred to the Judicial Affairs Office.
• On Friday, Oct. 4, candy was reported
stolen from a candy machine near Hauck
Auditorium. Apparently the door of the
machine wasn't shut, Stormann said.
• On Saturday, Oct. 5, two males were
referred to Judicial Affairs for possession of
alcohol.
• On Saturday, Oct. 5, Officer Christo-
pher Gardner warned two males about dis-
orderly conduct. They were taking large
ashtray containers and throwing them down
the street. After being warned, they moved
the ashtrays out of the street, Stormann said.
• On Sunday, Oct. 6, a broken glass fire
extinguisher case panel was discovered in
the basement of York Hall.
• On Sunday, Oct. 6, $135 worth of
damage was discovered at Stewart Com-
mons when someone reported broken panes
of glass.
• Alexander Oranzo, from Connecti-
cut, was charged with Maine's zero tol-
erance law. He is not a university stu-
dent.
Stormann said the zero tolerance law is
an adminstrative procedure in which drivers
lose their licenses if they are driving with
alcohol on their breath and are under 21year-
sold.
If anyone under 21 is driving with a
blood-alcohol level below .08, only a zero
tolerance citation will be given. If the blood-
alcohol level is above .08, OUI charges can
be filed as well, Stormann said.
TOD A Y S
THE DAY
Stop Smoking.
American Heart it gik
Association Ny
The Study Skills Program
Thursdays•3:15 p.m.
Totman Lounge•Memorial Union
October 1 0•Test Taking
Cylde Folsom
A series of one-hour seminars designed to offer helpful
tips on improving a variety of your learning skills.
Free & open to the public.
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Clinton from page 1
"We need a president and a Congress that
will continue the work that Ed Muskie and
George Mitchell began," Allen said.
The president spoke for approximately 20
minutes, during which he equated Republicans
with the past and Democrats with the future,
frequently alluding to his "bridge to the 21st
century."
"This bridge has to be wide enough and
strong enough for every American to walk
across," Clinton said.
The Democratic speakers also mentioned
Newt Gingrich a few times, which elicited a
chorus of boos from the crowd. Gingrich has
served as a Democratic punching bag since
assuming the House speakership in 1994. Clin-
ton blamed last year's government shutdown
on the Republican Congress. At the mention of
the shutdown, Dole supporters loudly asked the
president, "Who vetoed the bill?"
The crowd was clearly impressed by the
trappings of power displayed before Clinton's
entrance into the stadium. A helicopter hummed
over the site and Secret Service agents patrolled
the infield and cleared the way for the president's
black limousine, which pulled in behind the
podium.
Jeremy Potter, the president of the College
Democrats at the University of Maine, said
Clinton's appearance was not only exciting but
meaningful for education.
"It was nice to see the president and Joe
Brennan side by side because it's important that
Democrats get control of the Senate again,"
Potter said. "Education is what we're here for,
and Clinton and Brennan will keep it a high
priority."
Preston Noon, a UMaine student who at-
tended the rally, said he supports the president
because he feels Clinton is more closely in
tune with the nation's youths.
'What the Republicans have failed to real-
ize is that the future lies in youth," Noon said.
"Personally, I cannot relate, in terms of goals
and aspirations, with a man who was raised in
the McCarthy era. Bob, we're not in Kansas
anymore."
Clinton's Portland stop was part of a
planned New England tour after the Hartford
debate.
Before coming to Maine, Clinton met
with voters in Stamford, Conn., and
Manchester, NH.
President Bill Clinton and U.S. Senatorial candidate Joe Brennan wave to the crowd Monday night at Hadlock 
Field
in Portland. (Joel Page Photo.)
• State news
Bechard murder trial evokes emotional testimony
SKOWHEGAN (AP) — Mary Jane
Parks had worked on ambulances for six
years, but nothing could have prepared
her for what she saw on the stormy night
of Jan. 27th. Fighting back tears Tues-
day, Parks testified in the murder trial of
Mark Bechard of how she found the bad-
ly beaten bodies of two nuns at a Water-
ville convent.
"There were two sisters lying on the
floor, blood was splattered on the wall,"
Parks said.
Prosecutors used the second day of
Bechard's trial for the killing of two of
the nuns and the wounding of two others
to recreate a nightmarish crime scene.
"It was really hard to figure out what
was going on at first," said Parks, recall-
ing that one of the first things she saw
when she entered the Servants of the
Blessed Sacrament Convent were sever-
al steak knives stuck in a wall at strange
angles.
Nearby were the bodies of Sister Marie
Julie Fortin, who later died, and Sister
Mary Anna DiGiacomo, who remains hos-
pitalized with injuries she suffered that
night. Another nun injured that night sur-
vived and testified on Monday. Mother
Superior Edna Mary Cardozo died in the
attack.
Assistant Attorney General Eric
Wright also showed Justice Donald Al-
exander a 1 hour, 45 minute videotape
recorded after Bechard was in custody at
the Waterville Police Department. In it,
Bechard violently shook his head several
times while appearing to talk to himself.
"You know what I did, don't you? I
murdered three nuns," he said.
Later on the tape, Bechard burst out
laughing. When a detective asked if he
was OK, he nodded yes and replied "I'm
being tormented."
At one point, a detective asked Be-
chard who he was talking to.
"My grandfather, in my mind," Be-
chard replied. "Oh, I got like grandfa-
ther and everybody is figmenting and
coming around laughing and oh, man."
Bechard's hands were handcuffed be-
hind him, and he was in the wet, blood-
stained white T-shirt that police said he
wore when he committed the crimes. Be-
hind him, some large stuffed animals sat
atop a cabinet in a police detective's
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office.
Bechard was "very quiet, polite" dur-
ing questioning at the station, said State
Police Det. Gerard Madden. But later
that night in jail, he started striking him-
self in the face with his hands while
yelling "Stab, stab, stab. No, no, no.
Mark," said Madden.
Bechard faces a non-jury trial in Som-
erset County Superior Court. He has plead-
ed not criminally responsible and inno-
cent to each of the two murder counts and
two attempted murder counts against him.
Madden said police later searched Be-
chard's home and seized a journal he
wrote in which he quoted the Bible. But
Madden did not recall anything in it that
indicated hostility to the Catholic church
or the nuns.
Under cross examination, Waterville
Police Det. Alan Main, who asked Be-
chard to verify some biographical infor-
mation at the police station, said Bechard
appeared to fit the profile of a mentally ill
person off medication.
As ambulance and rescue workers and
police took the stand to recall the crime
scene, Bechard often just stared down at
his lap, or occasionally stared forward at
the courtroom wall, scowling.
Parks, an emergency medical techni-
See TRIAL on page 6
Non-Traditional Student
Women Scholarships
American Association
of University Women Book Award
Thursday Club Non-Traditional
Woman Student Scholarship
Applications Available at:
The Commuter Office
Second Floor, Memorial Union
Application Deadline October 31, 1996
THE CENTER FOR STUDENTS AND COMMUNITY LIFE
THE DIVISION OF STUDEIVT AFFAIRS
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• State news
Maine Yankee passes NRC
inspection, safety 'adequate'
WISCASSET (AP) — Federal investi-
gators have concluded that operations at
Maine Yankee are "adequate," despite
significant weaknesses and deficiencies
at the nuclear power plant, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission said Tuesday.
The problems appear to be related to
two root causes: "economic pressures to
contain costs and poor problem identifi-
cation as a result of complacency and a
lack of questioning attitude," said Shir-
ley Ann Jackson, chairman of the NRC.
The plant is safe to operate at 90
percent power, the report said. But the
team said Maine Yankee did not demon-
strate that the plant could be operated
safely at 100 percent. Since January, the
plant has been restricted to 90 percent
power output.
"Maine Yankee believes the plant
operates safely at 100 percent power,"
said plant spokeswoman Maureen
Brown. "But we will work conscien-
tiously and attentively with our regula-
tors to provide the data and the changes
needed to chart the appropriate path to
100 percent power."
The report by an independent safety
assessment team said plant officials lim-
ited resources, preventing the comple-
tion of projects and improvements to safe-
ty and testing activities.
The NRC said examples include a
failure to adequately test safety-related
components; long-standing deficient de-
sign conditions and lack of effective im-
provement programs.
The team said complacency and the
failure to identify or promptly correct
significant problems were apparent. The
team found deficiencies at the plant that
had gone undetected.
"Either Maine Yankee was unaware
of these errors, or it was aware of them
and had failed to take action to address
them," Jackson said in a letter to Maine
Yankee President and Chief Executive
Officer Charles Frizzle.
However, Jackson praised the plant for
having a formed a qualified group to help
deal with the independent team. The re-
port also said engineering and mainte-
nance at the plant was good overall, but
testing was weak.
Trial from page 5
cian with Delta Ambulance of Water-
ville, nearly broke down when she re-
called approaching Sister DiGiacomo.
"She was reaching with one hand,
asking for help. She reached out and
grabbed me and asked if it was OK to
hang on to me," she said.
Parks said that the nun told her she
needed to tell her something. Sister Mary
Anna said she was worried she upset a
policeman because she had pulled a knife
out of her own head.
Mystical Experience
in a Modern Age
•A lecture by Abbot Herman Podmoshensky•
',The last great mystics of Valaam Monastery, John, Michael, and Boris*
Abbott Herman is a spirtual son of St. John
Maximovich of San Francisco and co-founder with
Fr. Seraphim Rose of the St. Herman of Alaska
Brotherhood. He is a well known author and a
representative of Russian Orthodox piety. Fr.
Herman is also the spirtual elder of a far-flung
flock that spans the globe.
Saturday, October 12 at 7:00 p.m.
Sutton Lounge
U.M. Memorial Union
CONCORD TRAILWAYS
Serving the University of Maine
Concord Trailways, one of northern New England's largest inter-
city bus companies, offers fast, convenient, non-stop service
from Bangor to Portland, with continuing non-stop service from
Portland to downtown Boston and Logan International Airport.
There's daily roundtrip service from the University of Maine in
Orono with additional service Fridays and Sundays!
Ride from campus.
Concord Trailways stops
behind the Maine Bear at the
front entrance to the gym on
Gym drive. No reservations
necessary.
The comforts of jet
travel for a fraction
of the cost. The things
you like best about flying are
ID AI here. ..fast travel time, a movie,
choice of music channels, big comfort-
able seats, climate control and even a snack.
In the heart of Boston, the modern Concord
Trailways Station is located in the business
district at the New South Station Multi
Modal Transportation Facility, which
includes AMTRAK. There's also a "T"
Station with service to most colleges
and universities.
Riding Concord Trailways is as fast as your car
and costs less. The student fare from Bangor to Boston
(with I.D.) is just $49.95 roundtrip! Or travel from Bangor to
Portland for just $30 roundtrip (with I.D.) And, it's just 2 1/4
hours to Portland from Bangor, or 4 1/4 hours to Boston.
Instead of fighting traffic, you can read, study, or just relax.
Can we help? Questions? Call Concord Trailways Toll Free
at 1-800-639-3317 seven days a week from 7:00 am to
6:30 pm. From the Bangor area call (207) 945-4000
Call for Additional Dropoff Services on Tuesday, October 15
Univ. of Maine- Bangor, ME - Portland, ME - Boston, MA - Logan Airport, MA
SOUTHBOUND
Daily Daily Daily
Friday
and
Sunday
Lv Orono, ME (Univ. of Me.)
Lv Bangor, ME
Arr Portland, ME
Arr Boston, MA
Arr Logan Airport, MA
7:15 am
9:25 am
11:25 am
11:45 am
10:45 am
11:15 am
1:25 pm
3:25 pm
3:45 pm
3:15 pm
5:25 pm
7:25 pm
7:45 pm
2:45 Pm
3:15 pm
5:25 pm
7:25 pm
7:45 pm
Logan Airport, MA - Boston, MA - Portland, ME - Bangor, ME - Univ. of Maine
NORTH BOUND
Daily
Friday
and
Sunday Daily Daily
Sunday
Only
Lv Logan Airport, MA
Lv Boston, MA
Lv Portland. ME
Arr Bangor, ME
Arr Orono,ME (Univ. of ME)
9:15 am
10:00 am
12:01 pm
2:15 pm
—
9:15 am
10:00 am
12:01 pm
(D) 2:15 pm
(D) 2:45 pm
1:15 pm
2:15 pm
4:15 pm
(D) 6:30 pm
(D) 7:00 pm
5:15 pm
6:15 pm
8:15 pm
10:30 pm
5:15 pm
6:15 pm
8:15 pm
(D)10:30 pm
(0)10:50 pm
(D) - Discharge Passengers only
Timetable effective September 4, 1996
WHY WOULD ANYONE DRIVE?
CONCORD TRAILWAYS
Tickets Available On Campus At:
HE WINS / Carlson Travel Network 
Book Store Memorial Union • 581-1400
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• Tax money
News
Pentagon, Congress struggle to curb spending
WASHINGTON (AP) — San Diego's
Naval Training Center opened a new $5.1
million chapel just in time to hold graduation
for the facility's last recruiting class. The base
closes next year.
The Army's Fort Sheridan near Chicago
officially closed three years ago. Yet, con-
struction on a $3.3 million addition to class-
room buildings used by the Navy is scheduled
to begin soon.
And in Orlando, Fla., the Navy just spent
more than $13 million to build a dining hall
and personnel center on a base slated to close
in two years. Sailors have never set foot in the
mess hall; it was turned over to the U.S.
Customs Service. And the city is slated to get
the other building.
All across the country, even after the gov-
ernment made the tough decisions to close
military bases, the Pentagon is spending hun-
dreds of millions of dollars for construction on
those very bases.
Critics contend many of the expenditures
are just wasteful.
"They defeat the whole purpose of closing
bases, which is to save money," said Sean
Paige, spokesman for the group Citizens
Against Government Waste.
The Pentagon notes that even while it
officially terms some bases closed, portions
are still used by the service that originally
occupied it, by another branch of the military
or by another government agency.
And the Pentagon's director of installa-
tions, Doug Hansen, defending the projects,
said many were contracted before bases went
on the closure list, the work was being done on
land being transferred to other agencies or the
Pentagon simply did not want to leave build-
ings half-finished.
The Defense Department could not pro-
vide an exact figure on construction spending
for largely defunct bases, but a Pentagon study
last year of some of the projects — slated to
cost $471 million — showed nearly $263
million of them were continued.
Comparing three years of Pentagon con-
struction budget records with base closure
lists, The Associated Press reviewed a sample
of more than $70 million in construction on
closing or officially closed bases. The projects
ranged from new barracks and renovated gym-
nasiums to new sewage plants, fire stations
and training facilities.
The Pentagon's base-closure guidelines
require the services to evaluate construction
projects at facilities slated for closing to deter-
mine whether they should go forward.
The Pentagon reported last December that
some $974 million in Navy construction was
canceled or suspended. Hundreils of millions
of Army and Air Force projects also were
canceled, officials said.
"We think the screening process worked
pretty well," said Navy Capt. Larry Anderson,
a Pentagon engineer who reviewed projects.
Hansen said it sometimes costs more to
break contracts than to continue the work.
Most of the axed projects had not yet been
contracted out.
Experts say military contracts contain ter-
mination clauses that would make the govern-
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ment responsible for builders' costs for mate-
rials, labor and profit margin, but they ques-
tioned whether the costs would exceed the
project's price tag.
"That sounds a little strange," said Paul
Caggiano at the Coalition for Government
Procurement, which studies Pentagon con-
tracting.
The AP's review found dozens of projects
that made it through the screening process.
—At San Diego's Naval Training Center,
the 33,000-square-foot chapel was four months
from completion when the base went on the
closure list. "They're going to have to pay for
it anyway, so why not complete the struc-
ture?" said Lt. Jeff Weimann, a Navy spokes-
man in San Diego.
The facility was used for the base's last
recruit graduation, but not for religious servic-
es — the base's World War II-era chapel still
works fine for that. But Weimann said the new
building is used occasionally for meetings,
charity events and other functions.
—At Grissom Air Force base near India-
napolis, which ended most operations in Octo-
ber 1994, a $5.8 million fire station and train-
ing facility will be built less than two miles
from an existing firehouse. The old station
works fine, but the Air Force wants a new one
on a small segment of the base still used by
reservists.
—The Air Force is spending $7.1 million
to renovate a gym, barracks and fueling sys-
tern at a Homestead, Fla., base damaged by
Hurricane Andrew in 1992. The base official-
ly closed in 1994, but the facilities will be used
by reserve units, officials said.
—Since Fort Sheridan officially closed in
1993, large chucks of the base's lakefront
property have been turned over to private
developers or to a forest preserve. A training
center, for local reservists, is nearly all that's
left of the Army's operation. But a plan is
being discussed to transfer that part of the
property to a private developer as well.
Nonetheless, the Army plans to begin bid-
ding for a $3.3 million classroom expansion
soon, and probably break ground in the spring,
puzzling at least one local congressman, Rep.
John Porter, R-Ill.
"If they built a very expensive expansion
and then moved, their attitude is, that's not
their problem," said Porter's. spokesman,
David Kohn.
Doug Benson, chief of facility plans for the
Army Reserve Command, said the transfer is
still up in the air, but he acknowledged, "It
wouldn't look too good to build and then on
grand opening day move."
Congress, however, deserves the responsi-
bility for some projects.
For example, lawmakers appropriated $6
million this year to pay for new ovens, lighting
and other improvements at a propeller shop
that is one of the few remaining facilities at the
defunct Philadelphia Naval Shipyard.
FREE FOLK!
the acoustic stylings of
DAN MERRILL
F F
Thursday, October 10
9pm The Bear's Den
The Union Board: Diversions
Campus Entertainment • 581-1735
Center for Students and Community Life
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• New release
Tool delves deeper into darkness with second release 'Anima'
By James Wright
Arts Editor
They're still angry.
At least that's the impression you'll be
under when you listen to the lastest release
from Tool titled "/Enima." Tool fans
wouldn't have it any other way.
The much anticipated follow-up to the
debut album, "Undertow," which is certi-
fied platinum in the U.S., is released simul-
taneously with plans for a U.S. tour.
Where "Undertow" left off, "/Enima"
picks right up. Rage is a key word as always,
Lead singer Maynard
James Keenan's deep
introspection into
morbid thoughts guide
the band through dark
excursions and perils of
personal evils.
and is the inspiration for much of the moody
and somewhat depressing tracks.
On the sixth track, titled "Message to
Harry Manback," oceanside breezes and
enchanting piano driftings are the backdrop
to disturbing lyrics like "Fuck you, die... I
hope somebody in your family dies soon."
Lead singer Maynard James Keenan's
deep introspection into morbid thoughts
guide the band through dark excursions and
perils of personal evils. With the use of
vocal distortions on tracks like "Eulogy,"
Tool expands it's heavy metal horizons
while sticking to what it does best.
"One of the goals of the record, among a
lot of things, was to make it obvious to all the
Tool (I to r); Justin Chancellor (bass), Danny Carey (drums), Maynard James Keenan (vocals), Hugo (Chihauhua) and
Adam Jones (guitar), have recently released their second album, 'Anima.' (Courtesey Photo.) 
virtual hit single "Undertow" had several
of. With lyrics like "Why don't you stick
your finger up your ass," Tool is not quite
materialistic idiots that energy is primary
and the illusion of matter is secondary,"
Danny Carey, drummer for Tool said.
Paul D' Amour
left theband inSep-
tember 1995, leav-
ing room for new
bassist Justin
Chancellor, a
former member of the U.K. band Peach.
Chancellor picked up the slack with style,
and his thick and muddy bass lines are the
attraction of the album, which lacks a
if listened to at extreme decibels. Listen to
this one loud.
If the music isn't enough to reel you in,
Make no mistake about it, Tool can make some noise.
radio-friendly.
Make no mistake about it, Tool can make
some noise. Tracks like "Hooker with a
Penis" push the limits of the human eardrum
then buy "/Enima"
for the cover art. The
booklet includes
three drawings that,
when viewed
through the special
hologram CD cover, are the trippiest things
I've ever seen. Here you can witness the
disturbed and sexually provacative ideals
that are the essence of Tool.
• Television
Comedy Central unleashes lackluster standup series
NEW YORK (AP) — So you're a Com-
edy Central programming executive, ea-
ger to snap up new shows for the fall
season. Here's a promising four-word syn-
opsis: "MTV comedians, Tarantino
twist."
It's "Pulp Comics," a program that
does away with the usual trappings of the
stand-up genre. It has no microphones, no
brick wall, no cover, no two-drink mini-
mum.
More reason to get excited: It's pitched
by a guy with experience — Bob Small, the
brainchild behind MTV' s outrageously suc-
cessful "Unplugged" series. The show
will intersperse stand-up comedy before an
intimate crowd with related, pre-taped skits
— cutting-edge stuff.
And then comedian Paul Provenza walks
onto the casually chic set, and the whole
thing goes right in the toilet.
Is Provenza funny? Infrequently. Taste-
less? Oh, yes. Predictable? You knew that
already, didn't you?
The show, which premieres tonight at
10 p.m. EDT, begins with an envelope-
pushing promise. Provenza, depressed and
unemployed after 15 minutes of network
fame on the last season of "Northern Ex-
posure," is sticking a handgun into his
mouth when the phone rings.
"Hey Paul, we just got a call from
Comedy Central," his agent announces.
"Oh, yeah?" replies Provenza, his voice
muffled by the gun barrel.
"They want you to do a special," the
agent says.
So there is life after network cancella-
tion — although just barely, based on this
special.
Provenza spends much of the half-hour
show covering oh-so-familiar ground.
There are riffs on sex in the age of AIDS
(wasn't Eddie Murphy—among others —
doing this a decade ago?) There's the easily
recognizable "church service as aerobic
workout" bit — stand, kneel, sit, stand,
blah, blah, blah. And then there's stuff
that's just not funny or simply in bad taste
(Important Comedic Rule: You can be taste-
less. Just be funny.)
Provenza provides only this sort of lame
material:
—On the dangers of sex in the '90s: "You
could sleep with Mother Teresa and wake up
the next day with a Chia Pet in your under-
wear." (Target an 86-year-old, Nobel Peace
Prize-winning celibate. That's comedy!)
—Relentless Catholic-bashing from a
guy who says he once gave up Catholicism
for Lent (one of the show's few good lines).
There's a shot at Pope John Paul II (didn't
Provenza learn anything from Sinead
O'Connor?) and a comparison of priests
with drag queens.
There also is the suggestion that Catho-
lic church confessionals have something in
common with gay club men's rooms, which
reinforces stereotypes about promiscuous
sex among homosexual men just minutes
after Provenza's rap about the threat of
AIDS.
There's this bit on Jesus Christ: "What's
his biggest problem? Father's Day! What
do you get the man who created every-
thing?"
A V-chip, perhaps?
The skits fare better than Provenza.
There's a scene where the Last Supper is
presented as "the first Friar's Club roast,"
with Jesus — complete with crown of thorns
— smoking a cigar as an apostle with a Don
Rickles complex unloads on everybody.
"You'd better laugh," he snaps at a
fellow apostle. "You're getting free
grapes."
In another, an obsessed "Northern Ex-
posure" fan composes a blistering letter
blaming Provenza for the departure of Rob
Morrow's character, Dr. Joel Fleischman.
It ends with this warning: "If you don't go
away and bring Joel back, I will have to
shoot the president."
Funny, edgy stuff. Just not enough of it.
The comfortable set exudes a funky
elegance — big easy chairs, couches, end
tables and lamps. And that's part of the
problem, too. While the surroundings
promise an intimate evening, Provenza is
a little too aggressive with his material.
Speaking of aggression, the next in-
stallment of "Pulp Comics" features Mr.
"I Torched Jay Leno's Couch" himself,
the irrepressible Bobcat Goldthwait.
There's a lot of promise in this format —
can Goldthwait succeed where Provenza
could not?
Viewers will have a long wait to find
out. The next installment of "Pulp Com-
ics" isn't due to air until Dec. 18, leaving
plenty of time to figure out what went
wrong the first time around.
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My mom's been raising
me all by herself. She doesn't
have much money. Sometimes
she's so busy. She bought me a
whole bunch of new clothes.
She left then; on my bed on
Friday afternoon.
I really appreciated it so I
left her a note on the kitchen
table before I went camping for
the weekend.
"Thanks for everything.
Goodbye."
She thought it was a suicide
note and went crazy crying all
over the neighborhood, and
calling everyone on the phone.
Me and my friends
thought it was funny.
Sometimes she is so funny.
• On video
Teen-age witches and talking fish enter video stores
By Gibran Vogue Graham
Staff writer
The following titles are new to video
this week:
'The Craft'
When Sarah (Robin Tunney) moves to
Los Angeles and attends St. Benedict's
Academy, she finds herself shunned by
the popular clique and drawn to a teen-age
coven of witches (Fairzuka Balk, Neve
Campbell and Rachel True). Completing
their circle with Sarah, the "Lost Girls"
delve deeper into the wiccan arts, getting
back at the school stud and probing their
own dark secrets. When Nancy (Balk)
invokes the spirit of Manon, however, all
hell breaks loose and the killing begins.
Sarah must enlist the aid of the local oc-
cult bookstore owner to stop these "Natu-
ral Born" witches before they kill her and
all that stand in their way. While the wic-
can rituals may not be authentic and some
of the story told too deep between the
lines, director Andrew Fleming ("Three-
some") and writer Peter Filardi ("Flatlin-
ers") bring an entertaining '90s spin on
witchcraft and its place in the lives of four
"Clueless" witches. ***
'Flipper'
Elijah Wood ("The Good Son") stars
in this family movie as Sandy, a rock T-
shirt clad teen-ager who is sent to spend
the summer with his Uncle Porter, played
by Paul Hogan ("Crocodile Dundee"), at
ocean-side Coral Key. No sooner does he
get there when Sandy is befriended by a
dolphin (Flipper) with a knack for human
understanding and a great friendship be-
gins. Unfortunately, Coral Key's fishing
industry has been mysteriously drying
up and everybody blames the dolphin.
With the help of Sandy, Flipper must
clear his name and get to the bottom of
the dying fishing trade. An environmen-
tally correct film, "Flipper" is fun for the
whole family and is based on the TV
show of the same name about a dolphin
and his pet boy. ***
'I Shot Andy Warhol'
An excellent retrospective look at fem-
inist visionary Valerie Solanas, played
DANCING CAT PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTS
HUTCHINS CONCERT HALL
Call MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTSNow
For ORONO
Tickets!
Wednesday, Oct. 23 • 7:00 pm
$18 & $15 Reserved ($2 student discount) at Maine Center Box Office.
Info & Charge by Phone 207-581-1755 or 1-800-MCA-TDOC
Please help support The Dorothy Day Soup Kitchen by bringing
a donation of non-perishable food to the concert.
Also appearing at:
PORTLAND • FIRST PARISH CHURCH
Saturday, Oct. 19 • 8:00 pm • Info & Charge by Phone 207-879-1112
WATER VILLE OPERA HOUSE
Monday, Oct. 21 • 7:30 pm • Info & Charge by Phone 207-873-7000
Look for George's latest release
LINUS & LUCY - THE MUSIC OF VINCE GUARALDI
at your favorite music store.
Rachel True, Fairuza Balk, Robin Tunney and Neve
supernatural thrille "The Craft." (Courtesy Photo.)
Cambell star in the
by Lili Taylor, and the drama that led up
to and followed her attempt on art god
Andy Warhol's life. Poignant and dis-
turbing, the film speculates on the origins
of Solanas' feminist views and her SCUM
manifesto, as she is drawn to the world of
Andy Warhol (Jared Harris) and finds
herself beaten again and again by man-
hood. Taylor gives a fantastic perfor-
mance as the neurotic Solanas and
Stephen Dorff is excellent as the trans-
vestite Candy Darling. ****
'Race the Sun'
"Dangerous Minds" meets "Cool Run-
nings" in this poor comedic-drama about
a group of native Hawaiian high school
students and their two teachers (Halle
Berry and James Belushi), who travel to
Australia for a world championship so-
lar-powered car race. Director Charles T.
Kanganis bores the viewer with overused
comedy and petty prep versus public
school conflict. *
***** Save up for this one
**** Bring a date
*** Add some popcorn
** Split the cost
* Don't waste your money
(Gibran Vogue Graham works at
Front Row Video at the corner of Third
and Union streets in Bangor.)
COLLEGE STUDENT NIGHT
Every Wednesday Night
at
pt.v&G".0.11,
$ 2.00 Margaritas
$1.00 Bud & Micholob Light Drafts
$1.00 Zimas
$1.25 Rock Bottles
Thursday Nights-Ladies Night
$1.50 Coors Light Bottles
$1.00 Zimas
40% off all Food
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• Commentaries
Account for your sins
It seems ironic that at the time
when the state of Maine ponders the
future of its two mental-health insti-
tutions a former patient of Augusta
Mental Health Institute is on trial for
the murder of two nuns and the at-
tempted murder of two others.
Mark Bechar, accused of the Jan-
uary slayings, has pleaded innocent
by reason of insanity. Using an al-
ready tired plea, the case raises ques-
tions as to the validity of insanity
pleas and where Bechard belongs af-
ter the trial.
Bechard, who has been in an out
of AMHI for several years, has ad-
mitted to this heinous crime. But does
a perverse state of mind automatical-
ly absolve all responsibility for felo-
nious activities, namely murder? The
U.S. legal system will have to look
itself in the face soon and decide
whether the insanity plea is here to
protect our mentally ill or just anoth-
er back door exit from responsibili-
ty.
Whether Bechard lacked the "ca-
pacity to understand the significance
of his acts" or not should not be the
issue. He knows right from wrong,
and was anything but disheveled af-
ter being taken into custody by police
the night of the killings.
The facts are that two devout and
faithful servants of God were bru-
tally sent to their death at the hands
of a madman. Sending Bechard back
to AMHI where he has spent most
of his life is no punishment at all. A
different, more severe penalty
should be issued if anything is to be
learned.
The victims' rights, not the kill-
er's, should be accounted for. The ac-
tual deed should be on trial, not the
killer's mental capacity. (J. Wright)
Losing my religion
I was raised as a Catholic, at-
tending parochial school from Kin-
dergarten to eighth grade. Some-
where around eighth or ninth grade,
I began to question the validity of
the Catholic Church. The nuns at
my school used the fear of going to
hell to get us to behave. We were
told to show kindness to our fellow
human beings, yet homosexuals
were chastised. Somewhere around
the eighth grade I began to question
these practices. Although I believed
in religion, I decided I didn't be-
lieve Catholicism.
Two summers ago, my grandpar-
ents celebrated their 50th anniversa-
ry. During the Mass at which they
renewed their vows, my great-uncle,
who is a Seminole missionary priest,
talked about the Catholic Church's
dire need for priests. He said that the
average age of a Seminole priest was
somewhere around 64 or 65 years old.
He went on to say more young Catho-
lic men must begin to answer God's
call to dedicate their lives to priest-
hood.
It is my belief that if the Catholic
Church wants to thrive through the
next century, it has to begin changing
with the times. I find it unlikely many
young men these days will dedicate
their lives to the priesthood as it
stands. Celibacy and strict views re-
garding abortion, pre-marital sex and
homosexuality are not in tune with
today's society. More and more Cath-
olics are taking liberal views on these
issues. This means fewer and fewer Cath-
olic men are finding it in their hearts to
stand behind the conservative views on
the issues preached by the Pope.
If the Catholic Church wants to
appeal to young men to join the priest-
hood, it must open its mind to more
liberal views. If it doesn't want to do
so, then perhaps it should consider
allowing women to become priests. A
solution has to be found if the Catho-
lic Church wants to continue to pros-
per. (M. Paquette)
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• Column
A word from our sponsors
Kathryn Ritchie
Feeling depressed,
bloated or flabby?
Then you obviously
haven't tried the
FlabnoAbsizer!
For only 20 minutes
a day and just 10
easy installments of
$59.95, a perfect body can be yours!
By now everyone has tuned in to an in-
fommercial or gotten their ear chewed off
by a commission-hungry salesperson at the
mall and heard all of the wonders that have
come out of the exercise machine craze.
I've had a few sleepless nights and found
these infomercials clog the airwaves at the
wee hours of the morning. They are almost
always hosted by a super-buff (which trans-
lates into all muscle, no brain) man and
woman in cute matching leotards with a
perky bounce in their step. They usually
have an audience in the background on a
small set of bleachers, and you can tell the
"applause" light is continually lit because
these people clap at every comment made
by the buff hosts.
Even at 4 a.m. these infomercials leave
me feeling inspired, like I could take on the
world. But being a rational human being, I
realize all this tucking, stretchin, and toning
comes at a price: That price being a lot of
sweat and hard work. But I find the effort-
less motion of the buffed models paid to
glide around on these machines kind of hyp-
notizing after a while. And after seeing doz-
ens of before-and-after shots, I get almost
convinced this would be the right machine
for me. And the testimonials! They're just
icing on the cake.
HAPPY SOUTHERN COUPLE: Me and
the old lady have been using the Butt-B-
Gone Muscle toner for six weeks and I'll be
darned if we can't fit into our square danc-
ing outfits from our honeymoon! Butt-B-
Gone, you've changed our lives!
PEPPY YOUNG WOMAN: I love it! It's
great! It works! And I'm not getting paid to
say this! Really!
The testimonials usually snap me back to
reality. I mean, as if. Am I, the average con-
sumer, supposed to believe that the company
actually cares enough about it's buyers to
keep updated on their progress? Of course
not! These are just people dragged off the
street willing to swear to anything for a few
crisp $100 bills.
The fitness machine craze started off with
big, hulking equipment that would take up an
entire basement. It's gradually gotten smaller
and portable, for those buff people that are on
the go.
ONE MAN IN AN ELEVATOR TO AN-
OTHER: Hi Frank! How's the business go-
ing?
FRANK: Just great Ted, thanks for asking!
TED: That's good to hear ... You know
Frank, I can't help but notice you've been
methodically rocking back and forth for the
past few minutes? Are you feeling OK?
FRANK: I couldn't feel better Ted! I've
got my deluxe-micro Thighmaster sewn right
into my pants! I plan on working out for eight
hours today!
So what's my point in knocking on an
industry that's just out to make us all healthy?
It's obviously not working because millions
of Americans have these machines in their
homes, and the average American is still over-
weight. When people mail away their $59.95
they are trying to buy the dream of being
buff. My mother bought into this dream and
used her treadmill for only a month. We now
have the most expensive coat rack in town.
Before mailing away a big fat check to a
buff announcer, just ask yourself, "Am I real-
ly going to have the dedication to use this?"
And, if the answer is yes, then why not just
start a neighborhood walking group and lose
weight the old fashioned (cheap) way.
It's certainly okay to be flabby and hap-
py, in fact it's underrated. But if you feel like
doing something about it, look inside your-
self first. I would rather walk a thousand miles
up a mountain before handing my money over
to a buffed phony.
(Kathryn Ritchie is a junior journalism ma-
jor and the assistant city editor of The Maine
Campus.)
Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9
Lecture and Training: Hazards Communication Train-the-Trainer
Training Program
• 8:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. • 213 Nutting Hall • Sponsored by the
Department of Envimomental Health and Safety
Organizations' Exhibits
• 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. • Lown Room, Memorial Union
• Sponsored by Mental Illness Awareness Week • For more
information or special accommodations call 581-4194
Depression Screening
• 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. • FFA Room, Memorial Union
• Sponsored by Mental Illness Awareness Week • For more
information or special accommodations call 581-4194
Poetry Free Zone
• 12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. • Honors Center • Sponsored by
Mental Illness Awareness Week • For more information or
special accommodations call 581-4194
Luncheon: Women in the Curriculum/Healthspeak "Silencing Our
Inner Voices: Women and Depression"
• 12:15 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. • North and South Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union • Sponsored by Mental Illness Awareness
Week • For more information or special accommodations call
581-4194
Lecture and Training: Hazards Communication Train-the-Trainer
Training Program
• 1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. • 124 Bennett Hall • Sponsored by the
Department of Envirnomental Health and Safety
Workshop: Do-It-Yourself Database Searching
• 4:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. • Fogler Library • Registration required
• For more information call 581-3611 or e-mail christin@maine
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10
Luncheon: "Women & Power: The End of the New Deal and the Old
Order -- Where Do We Go From Here?"
• 12:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union • Sponsored
by the Socialist & Marxist Studies Lunchoen Series • For more
information 581-1229 or 581-3817
Job Search Workshop: How to Find Internships
• 2:10 p.m. • 3rd Floor Chadbourne Hall • Sponsored by the
Career Center • For more information call 581-1359
Seminar: "Test Taking"
• 3:15 p.m. • Totman Lounge, Memorial Union • Sponsored by
the Memorial Union and the Office of Computer Services
Workshop: "Launch Your Career"
• 6:00 p.m. • 100 Donald P. Corbett Business Building
• Sponsored by College of Natural Resources, Forestry and
Agriculture and the Career Center • For more information call
581-1734
Lecture: "Eleanor Roosevelt's Crusade for Freedom in the Fascist
Era"
• 7:30 p.m. • Nutting Hall • For more information call 581-
1229 or 581-3817
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11
Lecture and Training: Hand Tool Safety
• 9:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. • Electric Shop, Facilities Managment
• Sponsored by the Grainger Tools Company
Workshop: Intermediate MS Word
• 10:00 a.m. - 12 noon • 111 Corbett Business Building
• Registration and Fee • For more information call 581-1638
• An Instructional Technology Workshop
Jazz TGIF: Diane Linscott & Her Trio
• 12:15 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union • Sponsored
by The Union Board and the Off-Campus Board
Lecture: "Adaptation to Predators in a New Environment: What
Evolutionary Biology Can Contribute to Community Ecology"
• 3:10 p.m. • 300 Murray Hall • Sponsored by the Department
of Zoology and the Migratory Fish Research Institute • For
more information call 581-2541
Dance: The Dances of Universal Peace
• 7:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m. • Canterbury House, 2 Chapel Road,
Orono • For more information call 866-7918
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12
UMaine Men's Cross Country vs. Murray Keatinge Invitational
• 11:00 a.m. • For more information call 581-BEAR
UMaine Women's Cross Country vs. Murray Keatinge Invitational
• 12:00 noon • For more information call 581-BEAR
UMaine Men's Soccer vs. University of New Hampshire
• 1:00 p.m. • For more information call 581-BEAR
UMaine Fieldhockey vs. University of New Hampshire
• 2:00 p.m. • Fieldhockey Field • For more information call
581-BEAR
Men's Ice Hockey: Blue/White Game
• 7:00 p.m. • Alfond Sports Arena • For more information call
581-BEAR
SUNDAY, OCTOBER13
Meeting: UMaine Human Rights Coalition and Bangor Area NAACP
• 7:00 p.m. • Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union • Sponsored by
Student Government • For more information call 827-4493
MONDAY, OCTOBER 14
Seminar: "Terrestrial Migrations of Pond-Breeding Amphibians:
Ecological and Conservation Implications"
• 12:00 p.m. • 204 Nutting Hall • Sponsored by the
Department of Wildlife Ecology
Workshop: Scholary Communication
• 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. • Fogler Library Computer Classroom
• Preregistration required • For more information call 581-1679
or email at ncurtis@maine.maine.edu
Lecture: "The Impact of Climate Change on the Distribution and
Evolution of Animals"
• 4:00 p.m. • 107 D.P. Corbett Business Building • Sponsored
by the school of Marine Sciences and the Department of
Zoology
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15
UMaine Men's Soccer vs. Harvard
• 7:00 p.m. • Portland • For more information call 581-BEAR
WEEKLY MEETINGS
WEDNESDAYS
Faculty Senate
• 3:15 p.m. • Lown Room, Memorial Union • For more
information call 581-1167
Maine Peace Action Committe
• 4:00 p.m. • Virtue Room, The Maples • For more information
call Anna Allocco at 866-2036
Student Alumni Association
• 5:30 p.m. • Crossland Alumni Center • For more information
call 581-1141
FAROG (Franco American and Francophone Student Group)
• 6:00 p.m. • Franco American Center • For more information
call Jason Momeault or Toby Jandreau at 581-6943
Acoustic Music Jam
• 6:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. • Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
Musicians' Coalition
• 7:00 p.m. • Hamm Room, Memorial Union • For musicians
and supporters of the local music scene • For more information
call John Brookhouse at 581-1267
Student Art League
• 7:00 p.m. • Basement of Carnegie Hall • Sponsored by the
Art Department • For more information call 827-7392
Outing Club
• 7:30 p.m. • Damn Yankee, Memorial Union • For more
information call 581-HIKE
THURSDAYS
"Non-Traditional" Commuter Student Coffee Hour
• 3:15 p.m. • Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union • Sponsored by
the Center for Students and Community Life • Free coffee,
dessert and good conversation
The Maine Event
• 7:30 p.m. • Damn Yankee, Memorial Union • Sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ
FRIDAYS
Prisoners of. Gender
• 3:00 p.m. • Old Town Room, Memorial Union • For more
information call 827-8118
International Coffee Hour
• 4:00 p.m. • Peabody Lounge, Memorial Union • For more
information call 581-2905
SUNDAYS
Protestant Worship
• 5:00 p.m. • Drummond Chapel, 3rd floor, Memorial Union
• Sponsored by The Maine Christian Association • For more
information call Dana Reed 866-4227
Sunday Masses
• 9:30 a.m. and 6:15p.m. • The Newman Center, 83 College
Ave. • For more information call 866-2155
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MONDAYS
Maine Animal Club
• 5:00 p.m. • 2nd Floor, Roger Hall • For more information call
Kevin Gerrish at 866-0683
Circle K
- 6:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union • For more
information call Cindy at 581-6864
TUESDAYS
Off-Campus Board
• 4:00 p.m. • Hamm Room, Memorial Union • For more
information call 581-1840
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
• 7:00 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
THE CAMPUS CRIER
is a student-run calendar.
THE CAMPUS CRIER
is a service provided by ASAP Media Services
for students at the University of Maine.
THE CAMPUS CRIER
will run your listing of student-related
events or activities for free! To get your
listing in the next issue, just contact the
coordinator of the Campus Crier, Katie
Tableman, at 425 Chadbourne Hall, or at
581-4359. You may also fax Katie at 581-4357
or e-mail Katie at
Katie_Tableman@voyager.umeres.maine.edu.
ASAP Media Services Needs Your Feedback!
THIS IS THE SITUATION:
• The PRISM historically has been the yearbook for the University of Maine, and, up until 1995 was produced by a group sponsored by the Alumni
Association.
• Last year ASAP produced the PRISM Yearbook at the request of the Alumni Association.
• This year, ASAP would like to create for all students a "Year in Review" portrayal of the 1996-97 academic year.
• ASAP is conducting the following survey to solicit your opinion regarding the production of the University of Maine's 1996-97 Year in Review.
INSTRUCTIONS:
• Please place a check next to the answer you choose to select. Include your comments at the bottom.
• Send this pre-addressed completed survey via Campus Mail.
SURVEY:
1. Regardless of cost, would you prefer the University of Maine's 1996-97 Year in Review in the form of...
} CD Rom I I Bound Book I Both
2. Given the following cost projections, which would you prefer?
( I Bound book & CD Rom package at $70
( Bound book at $55
{I CD Rom at $25
I I I do not plan to purchase any of the above.
3. Which of the following describes you?
Undergraduate: I 1st Year
Graduate: 1 1st Year
Other: ( 1 Faculty
( 2nd Year
{1 2nd Year
} Staff
( 1 3rd Year I 1 4+ Years
Doctoral Candidate
II Administration
PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR COMMENTS BELOW:
Thank you for your time!
cesce444  ck•
PEACE WEEK '96
OCTOBER 21 - 25, 1996
MONDAY 21
Book Fair
• 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. • Memorial Union Lobby
Discussion: "Religious Approaches to Human Rights"
• 12:15 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
Presentation: "Domestic Violence as a Global Human Rights
Issue"
• 7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. • 100 Neville Hall
• Refreshments to Follow
TUESDAY 22
Book Fair
• 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. • Memorial Union Lobby
Video and Discussion: "Rights and Wrongs in America"
• 12:15 p.m. -1:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
Discussion: A Broad Look at Human Rights Issues
• 2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
WEDNESDAY 23
Discussion and Poetry Reading: Interrelationships of Peace,
Justice, and Human Rights
• 12:15 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. • Honors Center
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Discussion: "Domestic Violence and the Media"
• 12:15 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
Presentation: "US/UN Relations in a Post Cold War World"
• 7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. • 100 Donald P. Corbett Business
Building • Public reception to follow
THURSDAY 24
Presentation: "Promoting Peace, Justice, and Human Rights:
The Need to Redefine the Self-Other Relation"
• 12:15 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• Sponsored by the Marxist/Socialist Luncheon Series
Workshop: "UN Peacemaking"
• 2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
Workshop: "Preventive Diplomacy"
• 3:15 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
Brown Bag Supper and Discussion: "Careers with the UN and
Non-Governmental Organizations"
• 5:00 p.m. - 6:15 p.m. • Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union
Discussion: "UN and Peace"
• 7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. • 100 Donald P. Corbett Business
Building
FRIDAY 25
Performance: "Economic Justice: The Humor Connection"
• 12:15 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. • Lown Room, Memorial Union
Dance and Music: "Mama Tongue"
• 8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. • Damn Yankee, Memorial Union
For more information, call the Peace Studies Program at 581-2609
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PRISM SURVEY
ASAP MEDIA SERVICES
424 CHADBOURNE HALL
CAMPUS MAIL
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• Letter to the Editor
• Can't we all just get along?
To the Editor:
What is happening to the world? As I
opened Monday's paper I was startled
by the international news. "Ritualistic
killers still committing atrocities"; Ni-
geria is quite far from here. On that sun-
ny afternoon, I read of a child, umbilical
cord still attached, beheaded and found
in the street. A horrific reality, no less.
Perhaps this young child was a devil
child; someone apparently thought so.
The horror. Recovering from the shock,
I turned the page. I was then immersed
in the national news. "CIA implicated in
San Francisco drug ring" This shook me
like a cannon. What the article estab-
lished was a possibility genesis. The
CIA, it claimed, channeled 5 tons of
crack into South-central Los Angles. The
article continues, high prison sentences,
zero tolerance, would put crack users
and pushers behind bars immediately.
The setup is explained. What this im-
plies is the CIA took control of thou-
sands of lives. South-central is world
renowned, Compton is infamous. This
CIA interaction occurred in the '80s, cre-
ating the mayhem, the apocalypse of
lives. The CIA has not had the greatest
track record in the past. To even imag-
ine the horror ...
Needless to say, the AfAm leaders
are up in arms, since most people trapped
in this scheme are African Americans. I
can understand why. Rep. Elijah Cum-
mings, D-Md., from Baltimore, is quot-
ed„ "You, have a formula for a tremen-
dous amount of concern." He is exactly
right. The rift between increases. The
work of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. must
not be forgotten. Do I need to mention
the government, the one that runs the
CIA, recently cut off a donation to the
Nation of Islam? Politically tied, they
were however. The implication is devas-
tating. The government is turning its
back. Racism is a very evil disease, peo-
ple are taught to hate. Have you been
educated? I cannot condone the political
atrocities that have occurred in the coun-
try, nor can I claim responsibility. What
the 20th century has taught us is we are
one race, one face no different than the
next, truly. We must play a part, unity
must prevail. Today at noon there will be
a rally on the steps of the library, spon-
sored by the NAACP and the UMaine
Human Rights Coalition. "To Undo Rac-
ism & Discrimination in America." It is
time to get involved. The world is not
getting any larger. In the words of Rod-
ney King in the midst of the riots in
L.A., "Can't we all just get along?"
Those words wise, the very foundation
of the United States is in jeopardy of a
blast from the past. Take the time, I've
got mine.
Preston Noon
Orono
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Tipping's for the birds
Gibran
Vogue
Graham
There is a prob-
lem running
rampant though-
out the restau-
rants in the Unit-
ed States, possibly the world. To spell it
out for the simplefolk who neglect to
read this page for longer than it takes to
realize they "don't get" the cartoons at
left: Waitpersons suck!
Now, there are the few and far be-
tween who actually can
put aside their self-im-
portant pride and have
a good time providing
excellent service; but
like I said, few and far
between.
Yeah, I know. You
waiters and waitresses
who are currently
swearing your heads
off at me, go ahead.
And when you're done,
come back here and
prepare for me to piss
you off some more.
Done? Good.
Why must we, the
underpriviledged, tax-
paying citizens of this
wonderful country, be
expected to supple-
ment waitpersons'
base wages (at $2.11
per hour or whatever
measly amount the
"Man" will pay you)
with tips they don't re-
ally deserve?
Example: I go into
a restaurant and a de-
lightful host asks me
if I prefer smoking or
my order. I order a stack of pancakes, a
side of bacon (well done) and some wheat
toast. I also asked if I could have my
juice while I wait.
"Sure," she says.
Days pass and my waitress finally
shows with my order.
"Apparently," I thought as I gnawed
at my pancakes, "I ordered a stack of
cold, hard pancakes, bacon fresh off the
pig, no toast or juice to wash it all down
with and a main dish of the check."
Eventually, I flag down my waitress,
who's looking too busy with her hair to
pay attention to her one customer. I real-
ize she has a life, too,
and may be having
some personal prob-
lems, so I go easy on
her.
"I wondered if I
may have my juice
now?"
"Oh, sure. I guess I
forgot it."
No kidding.
I finally get my
juice, drink it quickly
(as to get the awful
taste of stale food out
of my mouth), leave
$6 for the $5.50 check,
and proceed to leave.
While in the news-
stand next door, I find
myself accosted by my
breakfast waitress.
"What's this? You
left me a 50-cent tip!"
she screams at me.
"Fifteen percent is $1 !"
"Actually," I calm-
ly say, too startled to
realize how atrocious
this is, "15 percent
would be 83 cents and,
frankly, you don't de-
serve it."
Why must we, the
underpriviledged,
taxpaying citizens
of this wonderful
country, be
expected to
supplement
waitpersons' base
wages (at $2.11
per hour or
whatever measly
amount the
"Man" will pay
you) with tips they
don't really
deserve?
non-smoking, hands me a menu and seats
me where I desire. "Your waitress will
be along shortly," he says.
Five minutes later, my waitress, suck-
ing on her order-taking utensil of choice,
strolls over to my table and asks me if
I'd like "somethin" to drink.
"Yes, what kind of juice do you have,
please?" I ask politely.
"Well, we've got orange, urn, apple,
urn, tomato, urn, urn, um, and ... cran-
berry, that's it."
"I'll have a large cranberry, please," I
say.
"Do you know what'cha want ta eat,
yet?" my waitress abruptly asks as she
memorizes my drink order.
"No, I need a couple more minutes,
please."
"Yep."
I peruse the menu and decide what to
have for breakfast. As I await her return,
my eyes wander around the restaurant
and I notice the section my waitress is
covering is a barren wasteland.
Ten minutes later, she returns to take
"Look, you jerk, I make $2.11 an hour
and I have a kid to raise. How do you
expect me to do that without good tips?"
Ahhhh! Do you see what I mean?
Waitpersons should not be expecting
to get tipped so they can make minimum
wage. It's wrong.
Tipping should be a bonus based on
their service and how pleasurable they
make the dining experience. Why should
customers pay for their food and their
waiters or waitresses? That's the res-
taurant owners' job. Give these people
a raise so they get off our backs.
To quote actor Steve Buscemi, "I don't
tip. I don't believe in it." Well, I do be-
lieve in tipping however(Previously, I've
even given 40 percent for outstanding
service), but no way am I going to tip
someone who doesn't deserve it.
What gives me the right? Who am Ito
act like an authority? Hey, I've been a
waiter and I made good tips. Why? Be-
cause I kicked ass.
(Gibran Vogue Graham is opinion ed-
itor of The Maine Campus.
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by Israel Skelrton
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Wednesday, October 9
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Just
as Chinese astrology talks of the Year of the
Dog or the Year of the Rat, so for you this
could be called the Year of the Golden Vocal
Chord. Every word you say will be treated with
respect. Every theory you support will be taken
seriously, whether or not you intended it that
way.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You're
going to have an original idea today — the
kind of idea that could transform your life. But
that doesn't mean you should keep it to your-
self. You'll need others' help to make your
dreams come true. It will help their dreams
come true too.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You may
not feel confident enough to take advantage of
some kind of offer that's made today, but don't
let that hold you back. There are a number of
important things you need to learn, but you can
quite happily learn them as you go along. You
don't need to know it all in advance.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Just because
everyone else is following a particular fashion
doesn't mean it's right for you. You have your
own ideas about how things should be done.
All you need is the confidence to try them out.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): The early
days of any new enterprise are always difficult,
which is why so many good ideas rarely get
past the planning stage. But your sixth sense
tells you that whatever problems you may cur-
rently be facing, you're just a step away from
success.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): As one of life's
extroverts you are always at home in a crowd,
especially if everyone is listening to your words
of wisdom. You certainly have an important mes-
sage to impart today, so speak up and don't worry
that you won't be taken seriously — you will.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Your sign is
invariably associated with detail and routine.
Planetary aspects indicate, however, that you
should be looking at the bigger picture. Are
you happy in your present environment? If not,
do something about it immediately.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): No matter
what you say today your words will be taken
seriously. For that reason alone you must be
careful, and you must beg partners and loved
ones to think for themselves. If they act on
what you say and it all goes wrong, the blame
will fall on you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Think big,
but proceed with caution. Planetary activity
indicates that you may be kidding yourself as
to your capabilities. Can you afford to take the
risk?
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Peo-
ple with big ideas are attracted to you, not least
because your ideas are even bigger. One idea
in particular has caught your imagination, and
you're probably wondering how far you can
take it. All the way if you're careful; most of
the way if you aren't.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Al-
though your birth sign is linked to status and
achievement you're wise enough to know that
material success without emotional fulfillment
is about as hollow as it gets. You're about to
move up in the world in dramatic fashion. Don't
lose sight of what's really important.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Whether
your critics attack you on an emotional or an
intellectual level, you'll brush aside their efforts
with ease. Today you're at ease with your own
beliefs — nothing and no one can dent them.
Time is too precious to waste on arguments.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): You don't
need to go to extremes today, but you probably
will. Fortunately, it won't make the slightest
bit of difference to your current situation, ex-
cept maybe to make colleagues and employers
take notice. In that sense, at least, it could do a
lot of good.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Thursday, October 10
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Be
prepared for a change of lifestyle over the next
12 months. Listen to the advice of others, but do
what feels right to you. Your life has been in
need of a shot in the arm for quite a while. A
change is as good as a rest.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You appear
to be in the spotlight and making the most of it,
not least because you know from experience
that it probably won't last. As it happens, you're
wrong: It will last, right up to the weekend and
beyond.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): If you've
had enough of being pushed around, do some-
thing about it. You don't have to be aggressive,
just remove yourself from a particular environ-
ment, regardless of how long you've been there
and what it might cost you.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): No matter
how deeply rooted your beliefs may be, some-
thing is about to happen which shakes them to
their foundations. Not that you should be worry-
ing about this because it will, in fact, work out in
your favor.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): For quite
some time now certain ideas and observations
have been working away in your subconscious,
undermining the way you look at life. Your
attitude is about to change, seemingly overnight,
but you know this is a necessary change that has
been coming for years.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): You wouldn't be
human if you didn't fear that a relationship is
falling apart. It isn't, but at times it may look
that way. A more direct approach to partnership
issues will clear the way for a better understand-
ing of each other's needs.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Because you're
usually such a cautious individual, when you do
something out of the ordinary it has an amazing
impact on those around you. Use this knack to
its best advantage if you have any major chang-
es of plan up your sleeve.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): There's only
one way to find out if an outrageous idea will
work, and that is to test it out. It may flop, but
how will you know unless you give it a try? Be
prepared, however, for a rousing chorus of "I
told you so" if it doesn't get off the ground.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): An unex-
pected development on the home front may
prompt you to discourage a loved one from
being too independent. Is this really the right
response? Encouragement, not censure, is a wiser
reaction. People need to learn from their mis-
takes.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Last-
minute changes to social plans or travel arrange-
ments may be annoying, but they could also
lead to some interesting new friendships. So
don't get angry — the last thing you want is to
scare off someone special before you've had a
chance to get to know him/her.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): You
may envy others' devil-may-care attitudes and
luxurious lifestyles, but what you see is unlikely
to be the whole story. You have cares and wor-
ries, to be sure, but you also have the talent and
the guts to overcome them. Haven't you consid-
ered that others might envy you?
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): The trou-
ble with common sense is that it isn't so com-
mon. Planetary influences indicate that even you
may be inclined to act the fool today. But why
shouldn't you when you've confronted so many
serious issues in recent weeks? Everyone needs
a silly season.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Anything
is possible for those who have the courage to
dream and the tenacity to turn dreams into
reality. See how many impossible things you
can think of today, then take the most impossi-
ble one of the lot and make it happen. If you
can imagine it, you can do it — but only if you
really want it.
BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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New York Times Daily Crossword No. 0809
ACROSS
1 Object of a
police hunt
8 Around-town
expense
15 Strength
16 Historic NASA
missions
17 Dishes derived
from the
Nahuatl Indians
18 Parts of the
world
19 Palindromic
preposition
20 Equivalent of
-ness
21 Chopin work
22 Certain
commuter
plane, for short
24 With a
willingness to
proceed
28 Put on
29 William Kidd's
crime
31 Crème de la
crème
33 "Minus" point
34 Plus a point
35 How many
diseases end
39 Protection, of
sorts
42 Slapping site
43 Do some film
work
44 Dweller on the
Volga
45 Sir, abroad
47 Unit of Chinese
phonetics
48 Medical meas.
51 "Stately
pleasure-dome"
site
53 Perry battle site
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
AGES APPLECIDER
PONT PAULREVERE
HOVE
ODELET
RILES
IDO
SEP
ACTONESAGE
AND
POLA
OPAH
OYS DOC
QUOTE
TURNS
HIS
MASQUERADEPARTY
1110EDO
APT
CHANCESARE
USN
PRIES 
SYD
DI
PITS
PEAT
ERA
DAR
F
ELCID
TRYONS
CREIA
T IGHTR ACES EACH"
I TSUSELESS ESE
54 Eagerly accept
56 Muff
58 Ingredient in a
Bangalore
torpedo
59 Ciudad
Bolivar's river
62 Film developer's
deadline, maybe
64 Hunter's dish
65 Side dish made
with Parmesan
66 Time to look
one's best?
67 Voting no
DOWN
i Rockies resort
2 Begin to nag
3 Work that may
go uncredited
4 Dr.'s grp.
5 Lots of money
6 Cabinet
department
7 Student's
dream class
8 Rabbit, e.g.
9 Descendant
of the
Dryopithecus
10 They're not
quite up to par
11 Move erratically
12 One way to think
13 Musical form
with a recurring
theme
14 Altendorf is a
suburb of it
23 Scoops
25 Imported wine
26 "The Sacred
Wood" essayist
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16
17 18
19 20 21
22 23' 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31 32
33 34 35 36 37 38
39 40 41
42 43 44
45 46 47
48 49 SO 51 52 53
54 55 56 57 58
59 60 61 62 63
64 65
66 67
Puzzle by Dave Tuller
27 Star of an
1850's Barnum
tour
30 Business V.I.P.
32 European
capital
34 Supplement
36 Ore-Ida Foods
brand
37 "Hold your
horses!"
38 Updated.
clunker
40 "99 Luftballons"
pop group,
41 Western tribe
46 Charlatan's fear
47 Kind of greens
48 Sr_fice tree
49 "God Save the
King" writer
Henry 
50 Quill
52 Rio 
(African coastal
region)
55 Entity
57 Answer: Abbr.
60 Bus. concerns
61 Minn. neighbor
63 Yoo-
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatahility, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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• Vice presidential debate
Gore, Kemp pledge to focus on issues at debate
BAL HARBOUR, Fla. (AP) — When
asked about the possibility of running for
president in four years, Al Gore hastens
to end the line of inquiry. Jack Kemp
shakes his head and wags an admonish-
ing finger.
As they prepare for Wednesday night's
debate, the candidates for vice president
are trying to keep the focus on Bill Clin-
ton and Bob Dole. "It is not Al Gore vs.
Jack Kemp," the GOP vice presidential
nominee said Tuesday.
In pre-debate interviews with The As-
sociated Press, Gore and Kemp predicted
their 90-minute, prime-time debate would
closely follow the themes of Sunday's
encounter between Clinton and Dole. That
exchange focused on tax policy and the
state of the economy, on education, wel-
fare and other social policies, and on the
U.S. role abroad at the close of the 20th
century.
Gore, for example, said he was deter-
mined to reinforce Clinton's argument
that the GOP ticket's $548 billion tax-cut
plan would require devastating cuts in
Medicare and education spending. "The
numbers do not add up," Gore said.
Kemp, for his part, said Dole had
scored points in casting Clinton as a lib-
eral hiding behind conservative election-
year promises. Kemp promised to follow
up by taking issue with a new Clinton
campaign ad in which the president says
he views his job as "taking care of the
American people."
As they discussed their expectations
for the debate and outlined their views of
the vice presidency, the former House
colleagues voiced friendship and respect
for each other and predicted their en-
counter would be a civil affair.
"You can disagree without being dis-
agreeable," Gore said Monday afternoon
during a break in his debate preparations
in Sarasota, where former New York Rep.
Tom Downey was the Democratic stand-
in for Kemp.
Kemp was interviewed Tuesday morn-
ing before a practice session in Bal Har-
bour, Fla., where New Hampshire GOP
Sen. Judd Gregg is playing the role of
Gore.
"I'm having trouble getting my an-
swers down to 30 seconds," Kemp said.
"I can go 30 seconds without using a
verb."
With Clinton holding a comfortable
lead heading into the final weeks of the
campaign, Kemp and Gore are questioned
frequently about the possibility that they
could be competitors for the presidency
in four years. Both dismiss such talk as a
distraction they'd rather not deal with.
"In 2000, Bob is going to be running
for re-election and I just hope he keeps
me on the ticket," Kemp said.
Gore responds by telling the story of a
dog holding a bone in his mouth while
staring at his reflection in a pond. "He
wants that other bone that the other dog
has, so he opens his mouth to get that
other bone and he loses both bones,"
Gore said.
"I am focused on 1996."
• Court order
Supreme Court upholds tax exemption
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme
Court, saying its hands were tied by poten-
tial conflicts of interest, shielded some fed-
eral judges Monday from having to pay
certain taxes imposed on most Americans.
Four justices who might have a finan-
cial stake disqualified themselves from
considering the case. Their action kept the
court from gaining a quorum of six jurists
to take the case, and thereby sealed the
outcome in a way that could benefit them
financially.
Monday's action, although not a pre-
cedent-setting decision, had the effect of
upholding a lower court's ruling that said
it was illegal to begin requiring federal
judges to pay Medicare and Social Securi-
ty taxes in 1983 and 1984.
The order, one of more than 1,500
issued as the court began its 1996-97 term,
was extraordinary. Court officials could
not immediately find the last time the
justices had been so stymied.
The result is a victory for 16 federal
judges who sued the government in 1989
over tax-law amendments enacted earlier
in the decade.
Those amendments for the first time
extended Social Security and Medicare
taxation to the president, vice president,
members of Congress and the president's
Cabinet, federal judges and all new em-
ployees of the federal government's exec-
utive and legislative branches.
The 16 federal judges, all already ap-
pointed to their lifetime jobs when the tax
laws were changed in 1983, contended
that new taxes unlawfully diminished their
salaries and thereby threatened judicial
independence.
The impact of Monday's order may not
be limited to those 16 judges, however.
Justice Department lawyers, who had
urged the Supreme Court to tackle the
case, argued that the lower court's ratio-
nale might prohibit Congress "from ap-
plying any increase in the rate of any tax,
including the income tax, to sitting judg-
es' salaries."
In the tax dispute involving federal
judges, Justices John Paul Stevens, San-
dra Day O'Connor, Ruth Bader Ginsburg
and Stephen G. Breyer disqualified them-
selves from considering the case. All had
been federal judges before the 1983 law
change.
Although Chief Justice William H. Re-
hnquist and Justices Antonin Scalia and
Anthony M. Kennedy were federal judges
before 1983, they agreed to participate in
the case — apparently convinced they
were ineligible for the favorable tax treat-
ment because of their respective promo-
tions since then.
Only two of the justices — David H.
Souter and Clarence Thomas — were not
federal judges as of 1983.
"Since the effect was to create an af-
firmance of the lower court's ruling, they
were probably more circumspect than they
had to be," New York University law
professor Stephen Gillers said of the four
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justices who disqualified themselves.
"There is something called the 'rule of
necessity,' which allows the court to act
when the interest in having the matter de-
cided is deemed more important than the
potential of having a conflict," he said.
Gillers, a legal ethics expert, said it's
possible the court might some day revisit
the issue if one of the four disqualified
justices is replaced by someone who was
not a federal judge in 1983.
The Constitution, which makes federal
judgeships lifetime appointments, further
protects judicial independence by stating
that judges' "compensation ... shall not
be diminished during their continuance in
office."
The 16 judges' 1989 lawsuit contend-
ed that exposing their salaries to taxes
they were not required to pay when they
took office amounted to an unlawful dim-
inution of compensation.
A claims court ruled against the judges
but a federal appeals court — comprised
of three judges who took office after 1984
— reversed that ruling and said the 16
judges who sued need not pay the chal-
lenged taxes.
The appeals court sent the case back to
the claims court to decide what refunds
should be made. Each of the judges had
paid over $40,000 in challenged taxes by
then.
The Clinton administration took the
appeals court's decision to the Supreme
Court.
It is unclear whether any judge who
waited longer than six years — the statute
of limitations on tax issues — to challenge
the 1983 and 1984 tax changes still may
do so.
After watching Sunday night's presi-
dential debate, and spending the past sev-
eral days with campaign advisers, both
Gore and Kemp entered their showdown
with clear missions.
For Gore, it was to reverse any
progress Dole might have made in selling
his plan to cut taxes 15 percent across the
board while balancing the budget by 2002
and preserving Medicare and other pop-
ular programs.
"All you need is a pencil and paper:
The numbers do not add up," he said.
Echoing Clinton, Gore said he would
point to lower unemployment, a shrink-
ing budget deficit and declining crime
rates as evidence the administration de-
served four more years.
Kemp was most animated in discuss-
ing the new Clinton campaign ad, and
promised to make it an issue Wednesday
night as he seeks to build on Dole's ef-
forts to paint Clinton as a big-govern-
ment liberal.
"He was very proud .of the fact that
his job was to take care of us," Kemp
said of Clinton. "It is an incredible state-
ment. Bob Dole believes that we can take
care of ourselves if we have more income
after taxes, if we have better jobs, if we
expand this economy the way we think it
can be expanded."
Kemp pledged not to follow in the
footsteps of Vice President Dan Quayle,
who on several occasions in his 1992
debate with Gore raised questions about
Clinton's personal character.
"I don't have to be an attack dog," he
said.
As Clinton's vice president, Gore has
taken a lead role in environmental and
technology policies, as well as in U.S.-
Russian relations. He said he could not
think of anything he would like to add to
his portfolio in a second Clinton admin-
istration.
"Truthfully, my expectations have
been exceeded," he said of his partner-
ship with the president in the first term.
Policy differences aside, Kemp said
he was impressed with the Clinton-Gore
partnership and predicted he would have
a similar bond with Dole, even though
the two were political adversaries before
their 1996 alliance.
"Bob Dole would want me to help be
the point guard for this whole idea of
reforming this tax code for the 21st cen-
tury," Kemp said. He also pledged to
continue his efforts to court black sup-
port for the Republican Party, and sug-
gested recent Clinton advertisements tar-
geted to black audiences were proof he
was having an impact in this campaign.RysaRm,ft Works Wondas
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Non-Partisan Rally to Undo Racism &-
Discrimination in America
When: Wednesday, October 9, 1996 noon - 1 p.m.
Where: University of Maine; on the mall in front of Fogler Library
If Rain: University of Maine Fieldhouse
Sponsors: Greater Bangor Area NAACP & UM Human Rights
Coalition
Co-Sponsors: Interfraternity Council, Panhellenic Council, Student Government,
Resident on Campus, Wilson Center
Master of Ceremony:
James Varner
Purpose: By your presence, you make a statement against racism and discrimination
and show support for the victims of hate crimes in Maine this summer.
Invited Speakers: Gov. King, governor of the Penobscot Nation, mayors of Orono
& Old Town, Maine Attorney General Andrew Ketterner,
Presidents of Student Government, Interfraternity and Panhellenic
councils, major candidates for both the U.S. Senate and Maine
State Legislature races, UM President Fred Hutchinson and some of
the victims of hate crimes in Maine.
Take time out from your busy schedule to be at the
October 9, 1996, rally to show your support for the
many victims of hate crimes in Maine in recent
months. Your presence makes a statement against
racism and says loudly and clearly that racism will
not be tolerated in Maine. You will also show
support for the late Dr. M.L. King's 1963 march in
Washington and his dream speech that America can
become a place where all people will be judged by the
content of their character and not their race or color.
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Correction
A story run in Monday's edition of the
Campus incorrectly stated that the Murray
Keatinge Invitational was held last week-
end . The meet will take place Saturday,
Oct. 12. Results in Monday's edition of
the Campus were from last year. Look for
a preview of the Keatinge Invitational in
Friday's edition of the Campus.
AL Gold Gloves
ST. LOUIS (AP) -- Ken Griffey Jr.
and Roberto Alomar continued their
Gold Glove streaks Tuesday, winning
places on the American League best
fielding team.
In voting by major league managers
and coaches, Seattle's Griffey was elect-
ed to the team for the seventh straight
year and Baltimore's Alomar made it
for the sixth consecutive season.
Griffey and Alomar also had team-
mates who made the team for the first
time — Seattle outfielder Jay Buhner
and Baltimore pitcher Mike Mussina.
First baseman J.T. Snow of Califor-
nia won his second Gold Glove. Third
baseman Robin Ventura of the Chicago
White Sox, shortstop Omar VizqueI of
Cleveland and outfielder Kenny Lofton
of Cleveland each made it for the fourth
time. Catcher Ivan Rodriguez of Texas
was chosen for the fifth time.
The National League winners will
be announced on Wednesday.
The awards are given by Rawlings
Sporting Goods Company, whose prod-
ucts include baseball gloves.
Messier suspended
NEW YORK (AP) — Mark Messier
of the New York Rangers and Louie
DeBrusk of Edmonton both were sus-
pended by the NHL Tuesday.
Messier received a two-game sus-
pension without pay and was fined
$1,000 for hitting from behind against
Florida Panthers forward Mike Hough
Sunday.
Messier got a major penalty and a
game misconduct in the incident.
NHL senior vice president Brian
Burke said, "The fact that no injury
resulted on the play is fortuitous but
does not excuse the dangerous type of
hit by Mr. Messier against his oppo-
nent."
In addition to Tuesday night's game
in Florida, Messier will miss a game
Thursday against Dallas.
The NHL suspended DeBrusk, ef-
fective with Tuesday night's game at
Toronto, and will hold a hearing
Wednesday to determine if it should be
extended.
The suspension was the result of a
slashing incident against Vancouver de-
fenseman Dana Murzyn Sunday. De-
Brusk received a match penalty for de-
liberately attempting to injury Murzyn
on the play.
• Hockey
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Clearinghouse still delays freshmen
By Bill Stewart
Sports Writer
There has been a dark cloud of adver-
sity over the University of Maine hockey
team recently, and it just refuses to clear.
The season opener is less than two
weeks away against defending national
champions — University of Michigan.
However, that is not the only thing the
Black Bears are anticipating.
Two freshmen on the team, Shawn
Mansoff and Robert Ek, are still waiting
for the NCAA Eligibility Clearinghouse
to approve their eligibility so they can
begin practicing with the team.
The Clearinghouse is a relatively new
agency set up by the NCAA to review
student athletes' academic information,
UMaine Sports Information Director Matt
Bourque said.
"It's three years old," Bourque said.
"Every first-year student has to go through
it. It is something that is not uncommon."
Interim head coach Greg Cronin re-
flected on the Clearinghouse and the time-
table of when the student athletes could
join the team.
"The Clearinghouse is an agency that
is set up by the NCAA to gather academic
information to determine their eligibili-
ty," Cronin said. "The two players (Ek
and Mansoff) haven't been cleared yet,
and I don't know when we'll hear back
from them (the NCAA)."
Along with Mansoff and Ek, freshman
goalie Alfie Michaud also had eligibility
problems, although he was just given clear-
ance to play Monday.
The three athletes sent their high school
transcripts to the Clearinghouse more than
a month ago. In Michaud' s case, it was
proof of graduation that delayed his clear-
ance.
"I had to get proof of graduation with
my diploma, which was why it took so
long," Michaud said. "They had to mail it
The man setto replace Blair Marsh and Blair Allison (both pictured), Alfie Michaud,
just got through the NCAA Clearinghouse Monday. (Nate Geyerhahn Photo.)
from back home, and it took so long to
process it at the Clearinghouse. However,
at least it's over now."
The month of waiting to gain eligibil- •
ity was not an easy one for him or for the
coaching staff, Michaud said.
See HOCKEY on page 18
• Column
Adidas goes with cocky, young stars
Josh Nason
Sports Writer
Anyone who
watches or listens
to a sporting event
in person, on tele-
vision, or on radio
is deluged with im-
ages from shoe company giants Nike and
Reebok. If it's not Mike, it's Shan or Emmitt
or Deion or Frank. You get the idea.
Now, adidas is trying to shed its soccer-
only image by getting into the all-sport mar-
ket. But the way adidas has started — by
signing basketball prodigy Kobe Bryant and
football-jerk Keyshawn Johnson — is the
absolute opposite direction the company
should be taking, and the wrong image a
fledgling company should present to mostly
teen-age consumers.
In Bryant's case, he has made errors in
judgment from day one. He had an incredible
score for a star athlete on his SATs and could
have written his ticket to almost any college
in the country. But he, with a lot of help from
his dad, former NBAer Joe "Jellybean" Bry-
ant, chose to go the Kevin Garnett route by
going straight to the pros. Mistake one. Get
college experience. It can't hurt you. And
guess what? You may actually learn some-
thing along the way!
During NBA tryout camp interviews, Kobe
told the Indiana Pacers not to draft him be-
cause he didn't want to play for them. At least
he was honest, but how full of yourself can
you get? Here's a kid who is of college age
and stands to make millions more the higher
he is drafted, and he tells a team not to pick
him. What if that was the only team that
wanted him? Then what would Kobe do?
Mistake two. General managers now know
he is difficult to deal with.
Kobe's final error actually helped him,
but maybe it will come full circle for a nice
Deacon Jones-style slap upside the head some-
day. After being drafted by Charlotte in the
top half of the first round, he said he was
happy to be there and couldn't wait to help the
team. That was good P.R., and everyone was
happy until trade rumors began, which Kobe
didn't like. Even though they were just ru-
mors, Bryant immediately flew off the han-
dle and demanded to be dealt, saying he
would never play for the Hornets. He got his
wish and was sent to the already-loaded Los
Angeles Lakers, with Shaquille O'Neal,
Cedric Ceballos and Nick Van Exel among
others. He won't have to go through the
experience of losing a lot of games or build-
ing up a club from virtually nothing to a
championship contender like most high-draft
picks. You never know, though. Maybe a
few things will go wrong and Kobe will
finally have to deal with some hardships. At
least he didn't use a college for one year like
Stephon Marbury, but that's another story.
Ad campaign: Stay out of school, contra-
dict yourself and you'll be a millionaire.
Johnson is the other cornerstone on which
adidas hopes to build its empire. Yes, he is
talented. Yes, he did stay in school for four
years, and he did get a degree at USC. But
See COLUMN on page 20
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• Football
Carelessness costs Black Bears, disappoints Cosgrove
By Scott Martin
Sports Editor
There comes a time for every team to get
knocked down a notch. For the University of
Maine, it happened last weekend.
After winning three straight games, the
Black Bears have struggled for seven quarters
and have dropped two games in a row, the latest,
a 31-7 loss to James Madison University. After
dominating the second half against Fordham,
the entire game with Boston University and
Rhode Island, and the first quarter against Del-
aware, Maine has struggled both offensively
and defensively.
"We haven't played real good football for
the last seven quarters," Maine head coach Jack
Cosgrove said. "We're up 17-0 against Dela-
ware and they beat us in the last three and the
four at James Madison are nothing we are real
proud of."
Winning three straight may have had a
negative effect on the Black Bears.
"I think we mentally may have gotten a little
too big for our britches," Cosgrove said. "We
didn't come after them with that same type of
approach that we have in previous games."
What truly upset Cosgrove was Maine's lack
ofproduction against what heconsidered a weak-
er James Madison defense from a year ago.
"Last year we gained 366 yards on the
ground against them and I think they were a
better defensive team last year, and I think we
are a better team offensively than we were last
year," Cosgrove said. "I'm searching for why
we couldn't get it done running the ball, and
when we went to pass we had some break-
downs.
"We had some breakdowns on our offense,
more of the individual nature; we missed some
assignments," Cosgrove added. "We didn't
approach the game mentally the same way we
had."
Turnovers also hurt the Black Bears. Maine
turned the ball over three times and it could have
been worse. The Black Bears lost the ball three
more times but were able to recover.
While the injury of wide receiver Drew
0' Conner (broken left clavicle) meant the Black
Bears lost their leading receiver, it also meant
players would have to step in and fill those
shoes.
Wide receiver is one of the Black Bears'
thinnest positions this year, but the players who
occupy the position are getting the job done.
Rameek Wright was named to the Yankee
Conference honor roll this week after making
eight receptions for 118 yards in last Saturday's
loss to James Madison.
Wright was expected to catch passes, and
did with O'Conner in the lineup. But John
Tennett's and Wes Petteway's impact wasn't
supposed to be felt as quickly. Tennett, a quar-
terback turned wide receiver this season, has
made eight receptions for 187 yards in Maine's
last three games, including two TDs.
"John's emergance has been important in
that he had to learn a new position, and he's
gotten better and better each week," Cosgrove
said. "We've seen him create some points and
he has breakaway speed."
Petteway made his first collegiate reception
last Saturday. The addition of Tennett and
Petteway has made the loss of O'Conner a little
easier to handle.
"We'd love to have Drew with us, but he's
not, so you have to go to the next guy," Cos-
grove said. "The next guy in football can be
given the opportunity and Wes Petteway obvi-
ously gets a chance to show what he can do
now."
Despite a nice trip to Virginia and a great
homecoming atmosphere, Cosgrove would like
to forget last weekend. James Madison's poor-
quality tape of the game will help him do just
that.
"One postitive is the tape came out just as
bad (as the game did)," Cosgrove said. "James
Madison does the tape for us and it came out
bad, so I didn't have to watch most of it."
Hockey from page 17
"Everyday I thought about it. What if I
didn't get cleared?" Michaud said. "For
the coaches, it's hard to practice when
three guys are out. Cronin went through,
and is going through, so much. It's just
another pain for him."
Cronin acknowledged the trouble it
has caused the team with the athletes out
of action last week.
"It's been a real hassle," he said. "I'm
sick of dealing with it. I just want to
coach hockey."
Although it's over for Michaud, the
wait continues for Robert Ek and Shawn
Mansoff. With every day that goes by
without word from the NCAA, a day of
practice and conditioning is missed.
Michaud said he realizes how much
these days of practice mean to a player,
especially a freshman.
"I'm glad to be practicing now,"
Michaud said. "I need the practice. I
need to get to the level of college hockey
for a goalie."
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Former quarterback turned wide receiver John Tennett. (File Photo.)
• On the fringe
Woods has now arrived
(AP)—Welcome, Tiger.
You are no longer the child waiting to take
his place among men. You are a professional
golfer — and a winner.
So often, reality falls short of expectation
and anticipation outweighs actuality. So fir,
that is not the case with Tiger Woods.
This man — still nearly three months short
of his 21st birthday — is as good as advertised.
Woods qualified for the PGA Tour with his
playoff victory over Davis Love 111 at the Las
Vegas Invitational on Sunday. It should be just
the start.
Pull your seatbelts tight and keep your
arms inside the car at all times. We could he
heading for a thrill ride as exciting as the one
Jack Nicklaus took us on from 1962— when
he won the U.S. Open for the first of his 70
victories and 18 major pro titles — through
1986 when he won the Masters for his last.
Woods is not a player — or a person --
without flaws. But his talent and composure
tantalize with the prospect that he may become
the best ever.
Yes, the "Hello World" news conference
in Milwaukee was pretentious.
Yes, the "There are still some courses I
can't play because of the color of my skin" ad
for Nike was hyperbole simply to sell a few
sneakers.
And yes, it was unwise to abruptly pull out
of the Buick Challenge and insensitive to stiff
the Haskins Award dinner at which he was to
be honored as college golfer of the year.
None of that is stuff of which Woods
should be proud.
He has to realize that the financially re-
warding thing to do will not always be what's
best for his ambition to be the best ever.
Does the $40 million man — who has
skipped one event because of exhaustion —
really need to play in the Australian Open next
month for a $190,000 appearance fee? Or the
Johnnie Walker in Australia in January?
Woods has to keep his focus on golfing
greatness. It would be very easy to become the
most hyped underachiever of all time. It would
also be easy to become an ungrateful achiever.
There are many wrong turns Woods could
take that would lead him simply to "great"
and not to "best-ever" status.
There is a voice that whispers: "He can't
be this good." But with each passing week the
volume of his accomplishments drowns out
the doubts.
Woods has had the most astounding debut
since Nicklaus.
He finished 60th at the Greater Milwaukee
Open, coming off a grueling U.S. Amateur
victory, then was Ilth at the Canadian Open,
fifth at Quad City and third at the B.C. Open
before winning at Las Vegas.
Consider what Woods has done:
—Played 17 of 19 rounds as a pro under
par. His worst score is 73.
—Played 342 holes at 63-under-par, an
average of 67.8.
—His three top-five finishes in five tour-
naments is as many as John Daly has had in the
last three years.
—He has as many top-three finishes as
Greg Norman, Nick Faldo, Ernie Els and Fred
See GOLF on page 20
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NBA Exibi-tion Schedule
All Times EDT
Thursday, Oct. 10
Minnesota vs. Milwaukee at Moline, ill., 8:30
p.m.
Utah at Vancouver, 10 p.m.
Denver vs. LA Lakers at Honolulu, mid
Friday, Oct. 11
Minnesota vs. Washington at Fairfax, VA,
7:30 p.m.
Cleveland at Miami, 7:30 p.m.
Atlanta vs. Toronto at Halifax, Nova Scotia,
7:30 p.m.
Indiana at Orlando, 7:30 p.m.
Boston vs. Charlotte at Greensboro, NC, 7:30
p.m.
LA Clippers at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.
Dallas vs. Philadelphia at Tulsa, Okla., 8:30
p.m.
San Antonio vs. Houston at New Orleans, 8:30
p.m.
Seattle vs. Chicago at Albuquerque, N.M.,
9:30 p.m.
Vancouver at Phoenix, 10 p.m.
Sacramento vs. Golden State at San Jose,
Calif., 10:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 12
Charlotte vs. New Jersey at Richmond, Va.,
7:30 p.m.
Indiana at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.
Milwaukee at San Antonio, 8:30 p.m.
Boston at Houston, 8:30 p.m.
Denver vs. LA Lakers at Honolulu, 9:30 p.m.
Seattle vs. Chicago atlas Vegas, 10:30 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 13
New York vs. Toronto at Ottawa, 1:30 p.m.
Milwaukee vs. Cleveland at Youngstown,
Ohio, 6 p.m.
Washington vs. Ne w Jersey at Amherst, Mass.,
7 p.m.
LA Clippers vs. AtlantaatUniversity Park, Pa.,
7 p.m.
Portland at Sacramento, 9 p.m.
Golden State at Phoenix, 10 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 14
Washington at Indiana, 6 p.m.
Vancouver vs. Seattle at Missoula, Mont., 9:30
p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 15
Houston at New York, 7:30 p.m.
Atlanta at Toronto, 7:30 p.m.
LA Clippers at Orlando, 7:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at San Antonio, 8:30 p.m.
Milwaukee at Chicago, 8:30 p.m.
Golden State at Portland, 10 p.m.
Dallas at Vancouver, 10 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 16
LA Clippers vs. Atlanta at Montgomery, Ala.,
8:30 p.m.
Charlotte at Denver, 9 p.m.
Detroit at Utah, 9:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at Phoenix, 10 p.m.
Dallas vs. LA Lakers at Fresno, Calif, 10:30
p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 17
San Antonio at New York, 7:30 p.m.
Boston at Cleveland, 7:30 p.m.
Detroit at Sacramento, 10:30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 18
Indiana vs. Seattle at Berlin, Germany, 2 p.m.
Houston at Orlando, 6:30 p.m.
Miami vs. Toronto at Buffalo, N.Y., 7 p.m.
Portlancivs.ChicagoatMetnphis,Tenn.,8:30p.m.
Washington vs. Phoenix at Inglewood, Calif.,
8 p.m.
Charlotte at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.
Vancouver vs. Minnesota at Mankato, Minn.,
8:30 p.m.
San Antonio vs. Milwaukee at Green Bay,
Wis., 8:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at LA Lakers, 10 p.m.
Denver vs. Golden State at San Jose, Calif.,
10:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 19
Utah at Milwaukee, 6:30 p.m.
Miami at Toronto, 7 p.m.
Orlando at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.
Boston at Minnesota, 8 p.m.
Washington or Phoenix vs. Philadelphia at
Inglewood, Calif., 8 p.m.
Portland at Chicago, 8:30 p.m.
Cleveland vs. New York at St. Louis, 8:30 p.m.
Washington or Phoenix at LA Lakers, 10 p.m.
Sacramento at LA Clippers, 10:30 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 20
Seattle vs. Indiana at Seville, Spain, 10 a.m.
Utah vs. Detroit at Nashville, Tenn., 6 p.m.
Houston vs. Charlotte at Charleston, S.C., 6:30
p.m.
Sacramento vs. Denver at Reno, Nev., 10 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 21
New Jersey at Orlando, 7:30 p.m.
Cleveland at Charlotte, 7:30 p.m.
Washington at Portland, 10 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct 22
Golden State at Toronto, 7 p.m.
Orlando at Miami, 7:30 p.m.
Minnesota at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.
Boston vs. New York at Albany, N.Y., 7:30
p.m.
Atlanta at Chicago, 8:30 p.m.
New Jersey at Utah, 9 p.m.
Houston vs. LA Lakers at San Diego, 10:30
p.m.
Philadelphia vs. LA Clippers at Anaheim,
Calif., 10:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 23
Minnesota at Toronto, 7 p.m.
Charlotte at Boston, 7 p.m.
Atlanta at Indiana, 8:30 p.m.
Sacramento vs. Denver at Pueblo, Colo., 9
p.m.
Cleveland vs. Utah at Ogden, Utah, 9 p.m.
LA Lakers vs. Phoenix at Tucson, Ariz., 10
p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 24
Philadelphia at Detroit, 7:30 p.m.
Sacramento vs. Chicago at Louisville, Ky.,
7:30 p.m.
Golden State vs. New Jersey at Hampton, Va.,
7:30 p.m.
Houston at San Antonio, 8:30 p.m.
LA Clippers at Vancouver, 10 p.m.
Portland vs. Seattle at Spokane, Wash., 10
p.m.
Friday, Oct. 25
Minnesota vs. Boston at Worcester, Mass.,
7:30 p.m.
Washington at Charlotte, 7:30 p.m.
Miami at Atlanta, 7:30 p.m.
Orlando vs. Detroit at Grand Rapids, Mich.,
7:30 p.m.
New York at Houston, 8:30 p.m.
Seattle vs. LA Lakers at Boise, Idaho, 9:30
p.m.
Vancouver at Portland, 10 p.m.
Denver at LA Clippers, 10:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 26
NBA Challenge: Cleveland vs. Phoenix at
Mexico City, 7 p.m.
Atlanta at Miami, 7:30 p.m.
Milwaukee vs. Minnesota at Sioux Falls, S.D.,
8:30 p.m.
New York at San Antonio, 8:30 p.m.
Orlando at Indiana, 8:30 p.m.
Sacramento at Chicago, 8:30 p.m.
NBA Challenge: Utah vs. Dallas at Mexico
City, 10 p.m.
Golden State at Philadelphia, TBD
Sunday, Oct. 27
Toronto vs. Vancouver at Calgary, Alberta, 1
p.m.
NBA Challenge: Third-place game at Mexico
City, 4 p.m.
San Antonio at Indiana, 5:30 p.m.
Washington at Boston, 7 p.m.
NBA Challenge: Championship game at Mex-
ico City, 7 p.m.
Denver at Detroit, 7 p.m.
Seattle vs. Portland at Corvallis, Ore., 10 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 28
New Jersey vs. New York at Uniondale, N.Y.,
7:30 p.m.
• NFL
George still a Falcon
ATLANTA (AP) —Suspended quarter-
back Jeff George remained a member of the
Atlanta Falcons on Tuesday as the NFL
trading deadline passed without him agree-
ing on a new contract with Seattle.
George and his agent, Leigh Steinberg,
had been talking with the Seahawks about a
reported six-year, $30 million contract. If
the negotiations had been successful, the
Falcons were going to trade George for Rick
Mirer, Seattle's former starting quarterback.
However, George and the Seahawks
coudn't agree before the 4 p.m. EDT dead-
line, which apparently will leave the Fal-
cons with no choice except to cut the seven-
year veteran.
"I'm a little disappointed on how it
occurred," Seattle coach Dennis Erickson
said.
But Erickson said he's looking forward to
the Seahawks' next game, Oct. 17 at Kansas
City, when John Friesz will start his second
straight game and Mirer, the No. 2 overall
pick in the 1993 draft, will be his backup.
"All I know is I'm going to get ready to
kick butt with John," Erickson said. "I'm
happy with that."
Neither George nor Atlanta coach June
Jones immediately could be reached for
comment.
The Falcons suspended George after a
sideline argument with Jones when the quar-
terback was benched in the third quarter of
a 33-18 loss to Philadelphia.
The suspension, initially for one game,
was extended to four games after George
met with the media to explain his side of the
dispute. Now, with efforts to trade the quar-
terback falling through, the Falcons appar-
ently will put George on waivers, giving
him more freedom to negotiate with a new
team.
The Falcons couldn't deal George unless
he agreed to a long-term contract. George,
who signed a one-year, $3.64 million con-
tract with the Falcons in training camp, was
hesitant to sign such a deal instead of testing
the market as an unrestricted free agent.
• Women's soccer
Yale drops Black Bears
NEW HAVEN, Conn. — The Univer-
sity of Maine women's soccer team fell
to non-conference Yale University 5-2,
Monday.
Yale scored five unanswered goals
including three by Jilll Rubenstien, who
scored a natural hat trick and two by
Molly Woodroofe.
Maine's duo of Renee Bussell and
Sophie Lecot each scored goals and Bus-
sell added an assist. Lecot's goal was her
eight of the season, which ties her record
for most goals in a season by a Black
Bear, a record she set last year.
Shelia Fenderson made four saves for
the Black Bears who dropped to 4-6-0
with the loss. Catherine Haist and Liz
Ladercut combined to make one save on
five Maine shots, as Yale improved to 6-
2-1.
The Black Bears return to action Sun-
day, Oct. 13 when they travel to Fordham.
• Playoffs
Yanks, O's rained out
NEW YORK (AP) — Andy Pettitte
treated being named the Yankees' Game
1 starter with some of the same qualities
that made him a 21-game winner this
season — confidence and control.
Pettitte said he was surprised when
New York manager Joe Torre told the
left-hander he had picked him over Dav-
id Cone to start the AL championship
series opener against the Baltimore Ori-
oles.
"I feel like I've pitched in a lot of big
games, games where I felt more pressure
than this one," Pettitte said. "I stopped a
lot of losing streaks. Heck, this is an easy
one. It's just the first of a seven-game
series.
"It's amazing, I guess, but it really
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doesn't matter to me. I don't think there
will be as much pressure on this start here
as others I've made."
Doesn't sound like a 24-year-old, does
he? Well, he doesn't pitch like one either.
Pettitte demonstrated the composure
of a seasoned veteran all season for the
Yankees. He compiled a 21-8 record with
a 3.87 ERA, and went 13-3 in starts fol-
lowing Yankees' losses. It's those num-
bers that have made him the likely Cy
Young winner.
LONDON
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Paris 1229
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Hong Kong 434
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Column from page 17
aside from that, he needs a good blindside hit
to knock him out of his pampered haze. No,
he didn't tell teams not to draft him, but ever
since he got picked, he has been nothing short
of Brian Bosworth-like. He didn't sign a
contract until a week before the preseason
opener because the New York Jets were
offering less than $ 1 million or so from what
Keyshawn wanted. When you're that close,
just sign it. You'll make it back in endorse-
ments, and then you won't miss any training
camp.
So Keyshawn got there before the first
preseason game, didn't play and stewed on
the sidelines. He received limited playing
time the rest of the preseason, all the while
speculating and insinuating he was expecting
to start in the first game. He didn't, and was
vocally upset, but said he would still "help the
team" as best he could. (Boy, these guys are
good P.R. people.) But after catching only
one pass, he said he thought he should be
starting and couldn't help the Jets win on the
bench. I didn't realize Johnson was such an
expert on when he should and shouldn't play.
Maybe he could analyze the games while he
plays. In other words, he's undermining the
coaches' abilities (which isn't that much to
begin with) to select the starting lineup. He's
a rookie, and rookies used to shut up and do
their jobs, not impersonate Deion Sanders.
Keyshawn has to realize fame and respect
comes with accomplishment, not with a flashy
image. Ironically enough, Johnson sprained
his knee two weeks ago and will be out for a
month, hurting his chances to become AFC
Offensive Rookie of the Year. Couldn't
happen to a nicer guy.
Golf from page 18
Couples in a full season.
—He is 40th on the PGA Tour money
list. Everyone ahead of Woods played at
least 10 more tournaments than him — most
20 more.
—A seven-tournament run to finish in the
top 125 and earn his tour card could end in the
top 30 and qualify for the Tour Championship.
Perhaps most impressive is how Woods
won at Las Vegas.
A top-20 finish would have earned enough
money for his PGA Tour card. And after a
first-round 70 it would seem that's what he
would play for.
But Tiger Woods is about winning. He
followed that 70 with a 63 to get in contention.
He then won on Sunday by shooting a 64
and moving past 10 players who were either
tied with him or ahead of him starting the
round, including Love and Couples.
Among those right behind Woods who
were unable to mount a similar charge were
Phil Mickelson, Lee Janzen, David Duval,
Vijay Singh and Paul Azinger.
Woods won with bold shots under pres-
sure, none better than the 9-iron to 20 feet on
the playoff hole. Love, hitting after Woods,
buried his ball in the back left bunker and was
unable to get up-and-down.
As he had in 18 consecutive matches over
three years in the U.S. Amateur, Woods ap-
plied the pressure and waited for his opponent
to crack.
At Las Vegas he found that even the pros
feel the heat. And he showed that he's a guy
who will be holding some feet to the fire for
years to come.
The Tiger Woods Era is officially here.
The Maine Campus Classifieds
Stop by the 4th floor Chadbourne Hall
for your classified ad.
help wanted
Spring Break! Earn cash! High commis-
sions/low prices! Work for SST! Travel
free! Sunsplash 800426-7710
Senior Business Majors who want
to get in on the ground floor of a
new corporation. This is not a
class project, but a real life oppor-
tunity. Get involved with this
brand new business which has
many great opportunities for the
future. For personal interview, call
William Picard at 581-7170.
ATTENTION Everyone! Earn $500
to $1500 weekly working from
dorm/room! No experience
necessary! Set your own hours!
Serious individuals call toll free
1-800-977-7262.
Tropical resorts hiring- entry-level
+ career positions available
worldwide (Hawaii, Mexico,
Caribbean, etc.) Waitstaff,
housekeepers, scuba dive leaders,
fitness counselors, and more.
Call Resort Employment Services
1-206-971-3600 ext. R50675
Cruise ships now hiring- earn up to
$2000+/month working on cruise
ships or land-tour companies. World
travel. Seasonal + full time employ-
ment available. No experience
necessary. For more information call
1-206-971-3550 ext. C50675
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Fishing
Industry. earn up to $3,000-$6,000+
per month Room + Board! Trans-
portation! Male/Female. No
experience necessary! (206) 971-
3510 ext A50676
Eastern Europe Jobs- Teach
basic conversational English in
Prague, Budapest, or Krakow.
No teaching certificate or Euro-
pean languages required. In
expensive Room + Board + ben-
efits. For more info. Call : (206)
971-3680 ext. K50673
Experienced Consumer Products Tech.
Stereo/CD/VCR repair. Part-time. NE
Sound Reconing, 947-0560
***FREE TRIPS + CASH!*** Find
out how hundreds of Student
Representatives are already earning
FREE TRIPS and lots of cash with
America's #1 Spring Break Com-
pany! Sell only 15 trips and travel
free! Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica or Florida! CAMPUS
MANAGER POSITIONS ALSO AVAIL-
ABLE. Call now! TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK
Part time help wanted • contempo-
rary gallery • Bangor • references • must
have flexible sched • retail or Art
backgrd. Must like retail- 942-2866
or 942-9162
for sale
Car- CD player Pioneer, DEH-305,
high power, detachable face
security, am fm, barely used.
or B/O 827-4824
$200
House for sale unique 2 br 1
bath 500 sq ft house in
Green bush. In excellent condi-
tion $27000 941-9531
1991 Mercury Capri- convertible,
new transmission, new top, no
rust, under 74K miles $4000 #866-
5851 Tracey
Delta Truck Tool Chest for sale $60
or BO & Columbia Ski Jacket
women's size L $75 or BO Call 947-
1044 Jen or Ken.
94 AST Computer w/14" VGA
monitor & printer, 250MG HD,
4MG RAM, INT. FAX, lots of
software. $500 OBO 947-6377
lost and found
Found- on stairwell of Little Hall
bracelet call Maine Campus @ 1-1273
to id it.
Stainless steel 10 oz. coffee mug lost
9/26. Huge reward. Call 866-JUDY
Found 10/2 outside Neville Hall-
multicolored skull cap. Call Andy @
X7461 to Claim.
Set of keys found in the women's
bathroom in Dunn Hall on 10/2. Call
947-1467 to claim.
miscellaneous
SPRINGBREAK '971 Cancun, Jamaica,
& Florida. Campus Reps & Group
Organizers EARN FREE TRIPS &
CASH.... Call us today 1-800-700-0790
Roommate needed in DTAV asap.
Must be friendly, outgoing. Call 1-
7888 for more info.
Math major w/tutoring exp. avail, all
levels- great rates -don't wait! Call
Chris the Math Guy 990-3995
Need college $ Consider private
sector scholarships. Free recorded
message gives details. 285-7655.
PHOENIX TAEKWONDO- Get fit,
get fast, get real. Martial arts 2
nites/week $35/mo. Call Ray @
827-5821
CULTUREFEST: November 9. A
Celebration of diversity at the U.M.,
Sponsored by the offices of Interna-
tional Programs and Multicultural
Student Affairs. Interested in sharing
the Culturefest experience? Volun-
teers welcome- contact Marion Harris
or Audrey Acton at 1-3423. Only a
few weeks left. Don't procrastinate!
Spaces & time slots are limited! Sign
up for the Talent Show, Style Show,
food stands or Cultural Exhibits now!
BUILD BRIDGES with "GAB": GETTING
AQUAINTED BETTER. Get aquainted
with international students as you talk
with them about your cultures. GAB is
an informal opportunity for interna-
tional students to learn about the U.S.
and to improve their English by meet-
ing on a regular basis with a University
of Maine student. For more info., 1-
2905.
Transcriptionist wants part-time work.
Experience in interviews and research
tapes. Own computer. Call Skip 942-
5457
Stereo speakers blown? Stereo
equipment the fritz? Call NE Sound
Reconing for fast Service 947-0560
Attention all students!!! Grants,
scholarships, aid available from spon-
sors!!! No repayments, ever!!! For
more info! 1-800-243-2435
Niman's Big & Tall Men's Shop 25 Washington St.
Penobscot Plaza. Clip ad and save 20%. Call 942-
4980.
Orono Farmers Market! Tues+ Sat 8-1 steam plant
parking lot. pumpkins, apples, coffee & bagels 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! Over $6 billion
in public and private sector grants & scholar-
ships is now available. All students are
eligible. Let us help. For more info. call: 1-
800-263-6495 ext. F50675
Bear Brew Pub welcomes you back with dollar
draft nights Mon-Wed after 9 p.m. This Week:
Octoberfest
apartments
Orono- heated 1&2 B.R. Apts
walking distance to UMO 866-2816
Looking for roommate to share
house next to campus. 250.00/
mo + utils. Please call 866-2443
Bill.
1 or 2 roommates wanted for
modern, clean, 5 br, 2 full bath-
room tri-level townhouse. Close tc
campus. Privacy assured. Pet ok.
$195- each bedroom, everything
included///827-6212 
5 Bedroom, 2 full baths.
Townhouse, close to UM,
modern, clean, carpeted, decks
ft. & rear. Tr -level. River ac-
cess. Pet ok, privacy. Heat,
water, sewer & more incl. $875.
mo..827-6212
Orono- Furn. rooms two minute
walk to UMO 866-7888
Dorm-style rooms only $185 per
month, per person. On campus
everything included. No alcohol. 866-
0283
Orono- share a modern house,
near bus, no smokers, pets ok.
$250/mo+utils. We'll reduce rent
for chores. 866-5548
Apts for rent available Jan. 1 Call
866-2516 or 941-9113. No pets,
•ersonals
Are you in a University band? Con-
sider TBE, Band Service Soroity.
October 9th @ 7pm, Rm. 100, CSPA!
3 days • 3 lines • 3 bucks
